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Confirmed Territorial Wickedest Man In New York
Ruined the Life of
School Superintendent.
My Boy.
Vice Hadley Retired.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M.. March . The
council In executive session today
confirmed the appointment of Prof.
J. E. Clark, to be superintendent of
public instruction, vice Prof. Hiram
Hadley, whose term expires.
These bills were introduced:
Council bill No. 82, by Chaves,
relative to community land grants.
Referred to committee on Judiciary.
Council bill No. 83, by Murray, pro
viding funds to pay outstanding
claims of judges and clerks of election.
Referred to the committee on
finance.
Action was taken on the following
bills:
House bill No. 21. relative to the
filing of maps and specifications "f
systems by water companies. Tabled
Indefinitely.
House bill No. 8, to extend the cor
porate limits of Santa Fe. Passed by
a vote of 8 ayes, 4 nays, after tome
opposition.
Those voting nay
Cameron, Chaves, Sulzer and Spiess.
House bill No. 14, relative to corTabled indefinitely.
porations.
Council bill No. 68, relative to the
was
employment of Jail prisoners,
passed.
an42,
to
No.
relative
House bill
nual reports by corporations, which
exempts religious,
charitable and
it
bearing corporations, was
9
passed by a vote of ayes to 3 nays,
Cameron, Miera and Murray voting
nay.
Council bill No. 42 was reconsiderto the committee
ed and
on corporations.
Council bill No. 63, relative to the
rights of husband and wife, was
passed.
House substitute for house bill No.
101, recording chattle mortgages, was
passed.
House bill No. 67. relative to recognizance, was passed by the council.
The council adjourned until Thurs"
day at 3 p. m. '

New York, March 6. The way was
cleared this morning for taking the
testimony of Mrs. William Thaw at
the trial of her son, Harry K. Thaw,
for the murder of Stanford White.
Jerome concluded his long cross examination of Dr. Charles O. Wagoner, one of the alienists for the defense, and the expert was finally excused Just before the luncheon recess.
Thaw's counsel then stated
that the defendant's mother would
testify this afternoon.
Jerome today took a new tack in
his cross examination of Dr. Wagoner
and asked If In the acts surrounding
the killing of White there was anything to enable the witness to differentiate between Insanity and IntoxicaWagoner declared there wis
tion.
nothing whatever to Indicate Intoxication, but much to indicate insanity
Wagoner further testified that Thaw
was of unsound mind when he married, but had sufficient intelligence to
know what he was doing.
Mother Called as Witness.
Mrs. William Thaw was the urst
witness called after luncheon. She
said she noticed a change In her eon
when he came to Pittsburg, In 1903.
and had apHe was absent-mindeparently lost Interest In life. Mrs.
broke,
cried while
down
and
Thaw
narrating the change In her son following his trip to Europe with Evelyn. In 1903.
In explaining his changed conui-tlo- n
towards her, Mrs. Thaw told how
the "wickedest man In New York had
ruined his life."
Testimony Wan Read to Jury.
Mrs. Thaw, after recovering from
her first breakdown, eeemed about to
weep again and could not proceed
Justice Fitzgerald relieved the situa
tion by ordering her testimony up to
that time to be read to the Jury. It
had been given in a voice too low
for the Jury to hear.
torroborates Wlfc'8 Story.
Justice Fitzgerald overruled Jerome's objection to. Mrs. Thaw telling
the conversations with her son In
1904. She then related Harry's state
ments to her about. White, In effect
corroborating the testimony given by
Evelyn Thaw. Mrs. Thaw said she
laid down as the condition of mar
riage that Evelyn's past life should
be a closed book.
d,

M'CLELLAN RESERVES
CISION IN PHOTO

DE

CASE

SHOWELL - STARR
LITIGATION'
PRESENTS ANOTHER ASPECT CASES ARE
MERGER.
At his office In the city building
this morning Justice W. W. McClel- lan, of precinct 13, heard the differ
ences existing between Mrs. Clara
Starr, of 216 Gold avenue and J. U
Showell and wife, who conduct the
Moon photographic studio on Gold
avenue.
The suit Instigated last February
by Mrs. Starr for damages which she
alleges sho sustained because she was
deprived of the use of certain photo
graphlo pharaphernalia which she
leased or purcnased of the Showelis,
was merged Into the case heard by
Justice McClellan this morning; this
Involved the right to possession of
the chattels which were taken from
Mrs. Starr's gallery on Gold avenue
on a writ of replevin sued out by
the Showelis.
Justice McClellan heard the testi
mony of several witnesses. Including
the statements of parties to the suit.
Some voluminous correspondence relating to the business transaction be
tween the parties litigatant was also
submitted along with memoranda an
other evidence In writing.
Ho has reserved his decision In the
RKCORl OF THE SESSIONS
r.
HELD ON YESTERDAY. case until some time In the near
Santa Fe. Alar. 6. These are days
of activity in Santa Fe. Both branch- BREWERIES OF NEW
es of the assembly as the time for
YORK CITY COM RINK.
final adjournment draws closer are
New York, Mar. 6. A merger Inworking steadily and conscientiously cluding
six of the larger bieuerles in
to clear their decks of ull legislation New York
nnd Involving a capitalizadesired by the people. The house, tion of $12,000,000
waa entered Into
where the greatest numlir of bills are today. It will be known
as the Cennow centered, is particularly active.
tral Consumers Brewery company.
The republican majority is pushing The
Killmerged
companies
ure
everything us fast us possible, with a ing Brewery company of thetheBronx,
due regaru for a careful consideraut $ 1.250. U00; the I. and
tion nf every measure. The commit- capitalized
M. HalYere Brewery company, also
tee on finance and Judiciary con- of
Bronx;
Consumers Brewthe
tinues to burn the midnight oil and ery company oftheWoodside,
Long Isholding sessions often lasting until land;
the k'xcelsion Brewing com1
o' l ie kthu following morning.
pany
Williamsburg;
the
Central
It is rumored that Captain "Little-field- " Brewingof company,
and the ConsumRuppe has been thrown aside ers Brewing company.
It was anby the majority guerillas of the house
nounced today that the $12.u00.000
who have begun to ccnsult Mr. Hud- capital
Consumer's
Central
the
of
speth, a democrat, on till matters per- Brewing company will be
divided
taining to their work in the assem- equally
into common and preferred
bly. Mr. Hudspeth Is really the only
$7,500,000
is
The bond issue
leader the minority has had and what slock.
on New York and
ever has ben done he undoubtedly to be listed
exchanges. The underwritbeginning
to be ing
lias done it. It Is
will be ready tomorrow and sales
recognized that Mr. ltuppe's probe made at par with a bonus of
clivity for talking is about his only wi
25
per
common and the same
claim for the minority support and amount cent
of preferred stock. The prohis frequent stunts with the band jected merger
Is the outcome of sevwagon lias caused his position to beeral efforts made during the past
come u doubtful one.
like
to accomplish
Han the minority party and uie twelve months
holding company was ptin-ne- d
dissatisfied republicans in the house, ends. lastA year
capital
a
of
with
united early under the democratic
take over some eight
banner of Mr. Hudspeth, It Is as- breweries,to and
of the
some
Included
accould
they
have
serted that while
mentioned, and ut that
complished nothing, they at least companies
It
was
Augustus
tini
said
F.
that
would have been spared being in Mr. Melnze
of copper fame, stood ready
ltuppe's limelight. The session is now
put $3,000,000 into tile syndicate.
too near over, to make concerted ac- to
is stated that his Interests In the
tion by the minority count for aught It
is said to merger amount to $4,000,000.
and this Mr. Hudspeth
reeogiilze.
He will doubtless, therePI i I NCE 1 1 :M t Y OE TI I K
fore content himself with keeping lue
NETHERLANDS HONORED.
beaten and shattered remnants of Mr.
.Mar. H.
King Edward toKuppes lilibusters as much together dayLondon.
bestowed on Prince Henry of the
as possible for "Ui glory of the regi- Netherlands,
prince consort, the
the
ment."
grand cross of the bath, In recognifriable to maintain a seat on the
of his gallantry at the wrejk
band wagon and under the ban of tion
of the British steamer Berlin, off
following, Captain the
bis
Hook
of Holland. where the
prince directed the work of rescue,
on
page
four.)
(Continued
IVbruiry
re
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And Shocking Life Losses Driving

Populace to Consider Government Ownsrshlp.

more apparent to the people. These I
have existed for years, as I say, and
ihA J,.vAMt1vn4nn n tfham Hi, . .Hill NEW JERSEY IS AFTER
to the strength of the government
owershlp crusade.
Original Declaration.
I
LIFE
"I have reached the conclusion that
the railroads partake so much of the
nature of a monopoly that they must
ultimately become publio property
and be managed by public officials.
"Believing, however, that the operations of all the railroads by the federal government would result in a
centralization which would obliterate
state lines, I prefer to see only trunk The Report of Committee of
lines operated by the federal government and the local lines by state
Legislature Proposes
governments.
Some have opposed
this dual ownership as impracticable,
Drastic Legislation.
but investigation In Europe has convinced me that it la entirely practicable. As to the right of the governments, federal and state, to own PROPOSED RESTRICTION
and operate railroads, there can be
no doubt." From Bryan's Madison
OF STOCK AND PROFITS
Square Garden speech of Aug. 30,
,

Omaha, Neb., Mar. 6. In a special
Bryan
Interview, William Jennings
emphatically declared that the govbeIs
ownership
sentiment
ernment
ing bred with might and and main
by the railroads.
High finance of the Harrlman
brand, stock Jobbing, the .frequency
of appalling disasters due to defective operation, tne Increase of freight
rates In the face of unexampled rail
road prosperity, and all disclosures
of rebating, discrimination and unfairness he credits with turning pubtoward government
lic sentiment
ownership more than direct agitation
done.
could have
Mr. Bryan said:
"In my Madison Square Garden
speech, I stated that unless our experience with the railroads should be
different from our experience with
the franchise holding corporations In
managers
the cities, the railroad
would educate the people to the
necessity for public ownership.
"I stated then that I did not know
whether the people were ready for
it, and I do not now know how large
a percentage of the people have been
converted to the belief In government
ownership of railroads.
"But 1 am sure Mr. Harrlman and
men who, like him, have been using
the railrre.ds as their personal property, and manipulating the roads for
the amassing of great fortunes without regard to public service, are doing more to create a sentiment In
favor of public ownership than all
the speeches that were ever made In
The
favor of public ownership.
spoliation of the public has been going on for years, but investigations
are necessary to bring out the facts.
"And so it Is with the other cirSurely the railroad
cumstances.
managers are proving to the public
that they could hardly manage the
property worse, from the people's
point of view, than the manager in
which they assert the government
would supervise the properties.
"Greed for saving operating expenses is the cause of many disasters.
Government ownership would obviate
this. Anxiety to save the cost of
safety appliances Is another cause of
wrecks that would not obtain under
government ownership, which would
not strive for immense and illegal
gains.
'Certainly the Increase dn freight
rates more than ever convinces the
public that there Is something radically wrong with railroad administration, which claims It must raise
rates with enlargement of business.
That Is, however, such a broad question that I do not care to discuss it
at random.
"Certain it Is, though, that the railroads' move in advancing rates on
freight in an effort to recoup Increased expenditures for the services of
trainmen and employes will help Incline the people strongly In favor of
government ownership.
"It Is plainly to be seen that their
every move should but confirm the
economic thinker to his belief in
nubile ownership. That alone will
destroy the evils dally becoming;

1906.

Trenton N. J., March (. Senator
Hllley presented to the senate today
a report of the special committee ap
pointed last year to investigate the
subject of life insurance In New Jer
sey.
He also offered seven bills to
carry out the committee's recommen
datlons.

GREAT IXCHEASK IX
ALL DAIRY PRODUCTS.
Washington, D. C, Mar. 6. The
latest bulletin of the bureau of the
census shows a great increase in the
production of butter, cheese and condensed milk. It shows that In 1905
there were 8,296 establishments engaged in the Industry, having a capi15,657
tal of $47,265.55,
wage, earners, paying $.412,937 In
wages, and reporting cost of materials amounting to $142, 920. 277 and
products valued at $188,102,789. All
of these Items except the number of
establishments show substantial increases during the five years since
the census of 1900, that In value of
amounting to $37,399,440,
products
which represents an Increase of 28
per cent on over
There
Increase
was a great proportionate
quantity
of
In
value
and
both
the
milk manufactured Becondensed
tween the censuses of 1900 and 1905.
The Increase in quality amounted
to 121,663,395 pounds, or 65 per cent,
and that In cost to $S, 860, 490. of 69.5
per cent. There was also a large increase In the quantity of butter proto
111,351,595
duced, amounting
pounds, or 26.6 per cent. The Increase In the quantity of cheese was
per
12
35,172,548 pounds or over
s
of the
cent. Nearly
output comes from six states; New
York, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota and Pennsylvania, and they
stand In the order In which they are
named for their proportion of the
product. Wisconsin Is the leading but-e- r
state with over 3.000,000 pounds
to her credit; New York leads with
nearly 133,000,000 pounds of oiieese,
and Illinois is the condensed milk
state with nearly 1!'6,000,000 pounds
to her credit.

.

Trenton,
March 6. The report
of the select committee of the senate,
appointed last year to investigate the
subject of life insurance in this state,
By far th
was made publio today.
greater part of the report is devoted
to the Prudential Insurance Company
of America. The report contains an
extended review of the Prudential
from the time of organization to thj
present, when the company shows a
surplus of $18,500,000.
"It is claim
ed." says the report, "that this surplus belongs to the stockholders, subject to a contingent liability to policyholders.
Hather than to allow this
accumulation to go on for the benefit
of the stockholders, at the expense of
the policyholders, we would favor a
repeal of the charter of the corporaBut the committee does not
tion.
In
think such remedy necessary."
place of this extreme measure, the
committee has prepared a bill limiting the amount of capital stock if
any Insurance ompany to $2,000,000,
and restricting the profits to the
stockholders to 10 per cent.
-

one-fourt- h.

three-fourth-

OlTIUtKAK OF TYPHOID
AMONG I'.l.fK JACKKTS.
Brooklyn. N. Y.. Mar. 6. The battleship Connecticut sailed today for
Ouaritarlamo, where there is an outbreak of typhoid f.ver among the
United States bluejackets. A full
medical staff sails with the

MOTOIt SHOW OPENS
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AT KANSAS CITY.
Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 6. The
motor show which opened in this
city today has proved to be highly
successful. All the decorations from
Madison Square Garden, New York,
are In use. The dealers throughout
the country have taken an active Interest in the project and every agent
In the United
of any Importance
States has secured space. The accessory manufacturers have also
shown great interest In the exhibition and all the available space is
occupied.

.
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FOLLY

DENIED

NEITHER

SC1ITZ

NOR

NEVER

IN COURT

S'JCH

GAVE

INTERVIEW TO

Ruef Has Disappeared and Court Nor to Any One Else. Nor AuthorIs Endeavoring to Locate
ized any Statement of
ills Whereabouts.
His Views.

RATES ON

PASSENGERSJND

I

Gave Somewhat Silly Inter Secretary Garfield Repudiates
view In Los Angeles ExPurported Interview
aminer Today.
With Barnes.

creased Demands
FOR

STORY

BACKS DOWN

RUEFJET

be Closed Book.

TABLED
GENERAL TAX-BIL- L
ELECTION BILL TOMORROW.
The house by viva voce vote today
tabled Indefinitely council bill No. 33,
an act for the assessment and collection of taxes, better known as the
general tax bill. This action resulted when Mr. Mlrabal took the chair
and (Speaker Baca from the floor re-of
the house moved that this bill be
committee.
ported by the judiciary
The committee reported the iU without recommendations.
The house today adopted house
resolution No. 2 by Holt, which provides that hereafter all bills Introduced shall by suspension of the rules be
considered printed and translated to
save time. The following bills were
House bill 174 by Marintroduced.
between
tin, relative to boundaries
Otero.
the counties of Socorro andto repeal
House bill No. 175, an act
of
acts
80,
of
16,
the
chapter
section
legislative assembly
the thirty-thir- d
entitled an act to repeal certain sections of the laws of 1897, relative to
office of solicitor general. House bill
No. 176, by Beach, providing for beginning of certain suits. House bill
No. 177, by Holt and Beach, an act
to amend section 11, chapter 7, laws
of 1905, relative to public highways.
House bill No. 178, by Biernbaum, an
act to abolish office of public printer.
House bill No. 179, by Studley,
In certain cases. House bill
No. 180, by Studley, relative to streets
In towns and cities. House bill No.
181, by Mullens, an act relative to
schools.
scholarships
In
normal
House bill No. 182, by Hudspeth, an
deaway
carrying
ate relative to
struction of public books or records
The new election law prepared by
Joint committee of council and house
House
will be submitted tomorrow.
adjourned until 10 a. m. Thursday.

MAYOR SCKM1TZ FAKE

OF

of Marriage Was That Rucent Revelations of Harrlman Methods. With InEvelyn's Past Life Should

Condition

The Evening Cltlien, in Advance, M pw year.
Delivered by Cerrlsra, (0 eents par month.
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Santa Fe, N. M., March
The
New Mexican this afternoon will publish a special dispatch from Washington, D. C, saying:
.

Secretary Garfield says that the
Rarnes Interview was not author Ue-- i
by him and that he gave no such Interview with Barnes or anyone else.
The above has reference to the
Interview with Will C. Barnes, of Las
Vegas, published March 1, in the
morning paper of this city, as part of
Its report from Santa Fe, in which
Mr. Barnes Is represented as saying
that he talked with Mr. Oar Mel J,
since made secretary of the Interior,
and that Mr. Garfield authorised the
statements made by Mr. Barnes in his
effort to discredit the republican organization of the territory, and to
organ gave
which the
such prominence.
TO SUrrLANT NEGRO LABOR
I'll tvtul'K ffcAJPLK.
Baton Rouge, La., Mrch 6. A
plan which Is contemplated for supplanting negro plantation laborers In
Louisiana with state Imported white
Immigrants from Europe was announced today by Charles Schuler.
state commissioner of Immigration
and agriculture.
The state proposes
to enable Louslana
planters to engage Immigrant white labor In advance and with a fixed wage without
violating contract labor law. By July
15th every planter desiring such labor
is to deposit $50 for every family he
wishes, this sum- to be a guarantee
that he will repay the state for its
expense In bringing over the immigrants. State employes will i.ien enrage in Europe the required number of immigrants and the state will
pay their way to this country.

Jao-anes-

RUEF

AND 6CHMITZ NOT
YKT AKSWKKKD IN COURT.
San Francisco, March 6. So far no

word has been received as to the
whereabouts of Abraham Ruef, who
failed to appear In court yesterday
Mayor
when his esse was called.
Schmlts, Indicted Jointly with Ruef
city
In
this
will
extortion,
arrive
for
from the east about noon, his train
being delayed.
Ruef lias Disappeared.
Up to noon today Abraham Ruef
had not been found by Sheriff O'Neill.
Attorney
Judge Dunne permitted
Heney to subpoena witnesses In an
whereabouts
REPORT OF IIARHIMAN'K
effort to ascertain the
INTEREST IN HEADING.
of Ruef.
New York, March 6. An unverified
report that Harrlman haa secured
CONGRESS PARTY RAILS
PANAMA. a big block tn the Reading nnd New
Of
I'Oll ISTHMUS
Jersey (Ventral railroads,
to
6.
Tleld by
Determined
York,.
Mar.
Nrr.
see for themselves what Is being ac- Frlck Interest, which gained circulatcomplished toward building the Pan- ion today, was the cause of a. sharp
ama canal, a party of half a hundred upward turn In Reading today. The
or more senators and representatives report could not be verified..
Gives Equivocal Answer.'
conHsting mnlnly of those from the
Washington, I). C, March 6. Remiddle-wester- n
states, sailed yesterferring
will
party
to the report that he had seThe
day for the Isthmus.
arrive In Colon on March 13, begins cured large holdings in Reading and
the return Journey on March 18, giv- New Jersey Central, Harrlman, today
ing the legislators five days on the through his secretary requested the
Isthmus, and reaches New York Mar. Associated Press to say he is not inAll senators and representa- terested In Wall street and did not
25th.
tives who make the trip are granted enre to deny all rumors originating
free transportation, Including berths there.
and meals, and free transportation
The only necessary PERSIA'S FIRST PARLIAon the Isthmus.
MENT HAS BEEN SWORN IN.
expenses will be hotel accommodaTeheran, March 6. Oath of allewhile they are in
days
tions for five
ways giance was administered to the memthe canal rone. The trip bothAlliarl-cbers and chamber deputies yesterday.
will be made on the steamer
Seven hundred men, comprising volSteamof the Panama Railroad
unteer corps of the national guard are
ship company.
being drilled each day. Reported
unrest prevails throughout the counGREAT SCARCITY OF
try.
IV
ENGLAND.
PLATINUM
London, Mar. 6. The extraordinary rise In the price of platinum BIG STEEL MERGER
toward the close of the paM year has
FORMING IN OHIO.
aroused no little Interest among those
Columbus, O., Mar. 6. A new Inbranches of Industry largely using this dependent steel corporation,
to be
precious metal. During 1U06 the known as the Imperial Steel company
now
Is
per
cent
and
70
rose
price
of America, has been incorporated
double the price of standard gold. under the laws of the state with a
This tremendous appreciation in value capital of $10,000,000 to manufacture
to a figure hitherto unknown might finished steel product.
Judge Noah
have been expected at first to lead
of Pittsburg, Is the chairto a considerable curtailment In Its man of the directors of the company.
various rises. Of this, however, there Though the Imperial Steel Company
has not been very much evidence so of America does not state no in Its
far. On the contrary the demand
charter. It is understood that Its ulfor the metal, the characteristics of terior purpose in to effect a. merger
unique,
and
for
absolutely
which are
of all the Independent steel plants
which no genuine substitute has yet manufacturing the higher grades of
been found, has kept steadily on the steel. It is understood that the comincrease.
panies to be merged will be paid
partly In cah and partly In the
ALABAMA BUSINESS
stocks of the new company.
AGENTS CONVENTION.
Birmingham, Ala.. Mar. 6. Sta.e STEAMER VANDAL! A SUFFERS
business agents of the Farmers. EduRIG DAMAGE BY FIRE.
Union of
cational and
New York,
6.
Damage
March
America met in convention here to- from fire at sea amounting to ful'y
day, when Important matters were a quarter of a million dollars Is retaken up and discussed bearing upon ported by the German Steamer
the needs and improvements of the
which arrived here today from
union in the various states throughand Japan.
The fire "started
out the country. The delegates, to China
in
the
hold on the afternoon of Febthe number of 500, were welcomed ruary 25
and was subdued only af.r
bv the mayor of the city, who spoke
hold had been completely lloodel
of the good work the union was do- the
water.
with
ing In the country.
FIREMEN CAUGHT BV
ABRAHAM""" RUE F ON TR I A L
PALLING lil II. DING.
AT SAN FRANCISCO.
Philadelphia. Pa., March
Fine
AbraSan Francisco, t'al.. Mar. 6.
In a six story building on
ham Ruef surrendered to his ball be- started
today,
causing damFillbert titreet
fore Judge Dunne In special court age
to $luo.(nio. Klve firehero today and is being tried on a men umounting
were
seriously
by the
mjuieil
Mayor
Sthniltz
charge of extortion.
has not yet surrendered, but as he collapse of lire wreckage.
has returned from the east It Is expected that ho will appear tomorrow
PRIMA DONNA WENT
morning to answer the
ag;Unst him.
a,

Vari-dall-

you.'

X. X

San Francisco, March 6. The Kx- amtner publishes an Interview today
win uugene Schmlts, at Los Angeles,
where he arrived last night. Schmiti
Is reported as saying:
"The result of my conference with
President Roosevelt was successful
even beyond my expectations.
Although I went to Washington to confer with the president about admitting
Japanese Into the public schools, I
found my views not altogether right,
and when the matter was presented
to me In a light In which I had not
before considered It, I could see there
was some reason for the attitude the
head of the nation took. I found out
that Roosevelt was strongly In favor
of admlttin
the Japanese to the
schools, and of course, he Is In a
position to know what Is really be.
I feel that the wholesale immigration
of orientals to this coast would be
rietrlmnntAl in the wnrklnff nennlA.
and I am not In favor of letting the
Immigration bars down.
But as far
as letting them go to school, I have
e
come to the decision that the
have some right to get an education."

,x

X

"

X.

X

"

X
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.

TO

VALLES

Cleve-landla-

COMMITS NEW CRIME ALIIl'OTEHOUE

uii

iiitisi:

e .special to The Evening Citizen.
Kstancia, N. M., Mar. 6. In
e a tire supused to have been start- Augustine e
eil by the
e Valles, on Monday night, Mr. e
and Mrs. Henry Aragou Mon- - e
e toyu, of this place, lost their
e six year old son.
Valles v.;is
S the divorced husband
of Mis.
Montoya, and it is presumed tli.it
e
he started the blaze through
4 lously. Mr. and Mrs. Montoya
narrowly escaped the II noes e
iKen e
which
had almost o

$20,-000,0-

'
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VS
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FIGHT
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THEIR .MON E V B( k.
X. H Anilrus, Santa Fe watch Inspector on the Rio Grande division,
returned this morning from a trip tj
El Paso.
Mr. Aintrus was in th'.
I'ass City Sunday and one of the audience that demanded its money bu k
when the San Carlo Opera coin
ny
attempted to palm orT a cut perfoi
.Mr.
nice.
Aiulru says (hat '.he
was 7;i cents. $1 ami II ill.
,m,l t iiit nothing sin. rt of h riot
rod when the auhciice discover jJ
that it was being bilked.
Some mail
jumped upon a scat and rhoutx I,
"We are belm; robbed." The mai-ac- r
of ttie lciuse was nrresicd and
who h.il a scat coupon
eeiho!v
got his money back for tho
The prima donna of the conipanv
"as atiiiulliiii a bull Intight In Juar-and did r ot
the performa
ance at all, and wim
anoiher
r. uou w h
iho iiMilieiicc aUfd for
oc-c- ui

n

them before tho discovery wis el
made. The body of tin- chil l
S
was entirely consumed.
A warrant has been sworn out e
for Valles aii'l he is beniK pur- sued to the mount tins whither
e
he was M en m ikiiii; his u iy
rectly after the commission i f
the d.ist inlv act.
e
e
e
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WHAT IS COMING, ACCORDING TO W. J. BRYAN
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NORTHWEST AND
SOUTHEAST
NEW

San Juan River In Us Detour
Through tho County Which
Bears Its Name.
ALONG

IKE ASTERN
RIM

OFPECOS VALLEY

Where People Are Homesteadlng
Lltterally by Hundreds. Hav-jn- g
Come to Stay.
The station for measuring the flow
of the Sun Juan river, established by
the United State geological survey,
June 18, 1904. has been continued
during the pant season notwithstanding the reduction in the annronria- tlon for such work made by congress
ms inBi session.
ai Rising
among .the snow masses
that crown the high peaks of the
Ran Juan mountains in southwestern
Colorado the San Juan flows
into New Mexico, then
wings to the west and northwest,
passing from San Juan county. New
Mexico, across the extreme southwestern corner of Colorado into San
Juan county, Utah, In the southwestern part of which it unites with the
Colorado. For the first seventy-fiv- e
miles of its course the San Juan is a
typical mountain stream, but at Canyon Largo, New Mexico, where It
turns westward, its character changes and it occupies a broad, wlnuing,
sandy channel
In
an arid valley,
bordered on each side by terraced
mesas. Below the mouth of Mancos
river the valley narrows and the river
bottom is bounded by abrupt bluffs,
broken and cut by dry waiter channels, and merging further on into the
walls of a deep, narrow box canyon
In which the river flows to its end.
The principal tributaries of the San
Juan are Navajo, Pledra, Pine, Florida, Animas and La Plata rivers, the
Animas being the most Important.
These are all perennial streams, but
much of their water is diverted for
Irrigation and never reaches the main
river. Much land is now under cultivation along the valleys of these
streams, and many large and small
storage sites are available which
will
In time be developed. It is with a
view to such possible development
and utilization of the stream waters
that information
concerning
amount of water available is now the
being collected by the geological sursouth-westwa-

rd

vey.

EVENING!

is
At and Immediately surrounding
the town, the very best puallty o
wster CHn be found at a depth o
from 15 to SO feet, while water of
good quality Is found on the level
out side valleys at a depth of from
45 to 150 feet.
We have heard of
no "dry holes" being bored here.
There is now no question as to the
agricultural possibilities of this country. While this Immediate vicinity
Is new, a few miles east of here on
similar soil and similar climate the
farmer has been most agreeably ur
prised at the result of his efforts ai
farming. There has been raised successfully and In paying quantles.
wheat, oats, corn, trfalste, kaffir corn
sorghum, all kinds of garden pro
ducts; fruits do exceedingly well, es
pecially is this true of apples, pears
and peaches.
Society is being rapidly organized
love for
We have the Anglo-Saxo- n
schools, churches and freedom. We
have organized churches, Methodist
and Bnptlst. and our people compare
favorably In culture with the more
eastern and old settled communities.
This pant of the territory ,s famous
as the greatest henllh resort. Espec- lally is this climate beneflclnl to the
sufferer from any form of tubttr- -

When You Need

Loves; His Millions to Save

drugs
Don't
always
how
think
you can get them.
cheap
Think Instead, where you 'can
get th
freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

Wife Who Killed
EMOTIONAL INSANITY WILL RE DEFENSR foil MRS. DORA
donald, wiio shot WEBSTER Gl'EHIN to death IN
CAGO.

Special Correspondence.
Chicago, Mar. 6.: Although circumstances point to a mad Infatuation on the part of Mrs. Dora McDonald for Webster Ouerln whom
she is charged with slaying In his
picture enlarging studio, "Mike" McDonald, tho aged gambler "king" of
Chicago, Is as devoted to his wife as
if nothing of the kind had happened.
He visits her in her prison and has
engaged counsel to defend her. Indications are thnt the defense will be
emotional Insanity, and will rival the
Thaw case In sensation features.
McDonald, who is threescore and

Mo

CHI- -

"pnpa."
At the Jail she has been recognized
as formerly a frequent visitor with
Charles T. Carter and Mrs .Carter,
when they used to give entertainments for the prisoners. She came
as a guest of the Carters and seemed
to have a sympathetic Interest in the
prisoners.
In view of the possibility of an insanity defense being offered, the state
Is having Mrs. McDonald
observed
by brnln experts. A report is being
Investigated that she was In an asylum In California in 1890.
The romance of Mrs. McDonald Is
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East Railroad Avenue
Colo Phone, Black 30.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Set of Teeth

lulling

Gold

Gold Crowns

rainless Extracting

ALL WORK AnSOLTTTELY
ANTEED.

50c
GUAR'

e.

enfrua-chiseme-

sulT-rag-

e.
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You Waited
Too Long

POR TERFIELD CO.

m

two-stor-

,

ROOM
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n. f. copp,

12, N. T. ARM t JO BLDG.

Little Items About
Great Things.

Hcvcrldgo mid tho Proofreader.
their nreln.
said William N. Rrockwell, a veteran
..ou popular proofreader in the big
iMiniery, me omer day. "During a
lull in the grind at the government
printing office one nlcht recentlv
.
eral were arguing the question as to
who are the five greatest senators.
Each one prepured a list of the five
he considered
The
brilliant and humane Reveridge was
on my list, and when my side partner failed to agree with me I was
Inclined to argue the matter with
him.
"Don't you consider him a very
able man?" I asked.
"I surely do," was the heurty reply.
"Isn't he honest"?
"No one can doubt that."
"Well great ability and absolute
Integrity make a pretty good recipe
for even a senator. Why not put
him on your list?
"Oh, he's all right, but
"But what?
"Well, he's too brilliant. He delivers a speech, great in all ways, and
then he wants a proof of it before
it goes into the record. I don't blame
him for that. When he gets that
proof he's got so much more brilliancy on tap that he crowds out the
first installment for the second helping. Hy the time he gets the second
or third revise, there's Btill
more
brightness, and learning, and logic
coming up the line, and the result is
that, with this wonderful surplus of
mental wealth, it requires aoout a
half dozen proofs before he can satisfactorily sift out the particular set
of brilliants which ho decides to use
la that partlculur oration. Yes, he's
brainy, honest, brilliant;
but he's
troublesome, from a prlntshop standpoint. So 1 cun't put him on my list,
Bill." Washington Herald.
It Cot to Hun a Wr City.
It costs New Yorkers $31
a head to
be governed. In Philadelphia and in
Chicago It costs anly $13 a head, and
citizens are provided with police,
fire, sanitary, and other protection
common to large cities. In Buffalo,
the figure is $12; in Washington,
Bridgeport, Schneotady, and cities
of that sort, $11 per capita pays the
tux; in Houston, Tex., the churge is
under $10; In lively Los Angeles,
$7.50; Scranton and Seattle each collect $6.50, and Nashville, Tenn., Is at
the bottom of the list of progressive
titles w ith a taxation of about. $6 per
capita, less than
h
of New
York's rate.
The average city tax throughout
the country Is probably between $10
and $11 per capita, or almost exactly the amount by which New York
lias raised its per capita in only nine
years. Broad way.

"Printers have

The asylum is yawning for Thaw
mil the people are
beginning to
awii over the news.
GERMAN HI IIGKT SHOWS
i:OUMOl S 1M UI VSl
Berlin. Mar. 6. Secretary of the
Treasury Yon Spengel introduced his
budget into the rt Ichstag today. It Is
on the same lines as the one that
failed to pass In the old house. Fro
the figures quoted by Von Stengel tt
appears that the revenue for the fis
cal year, which ended March 31
inuo, umounted to $ lti.LTiO.n'm more
than in the preceding year which was
due to the increase in the collection
of customs on rush imports In anticipation of the higher tariff, which
went i..to effect on March 31. The
collection of the sugar tax had in
creased from two to two and a half
million dollars
and the cigarette
brewing, freight nnd stamp taxes had
increased $3.1100,000.
Notwithstand
ing the increase in revenues, it wil
be necessary
to issue an Imperial
loun of $50,000,000.

why not New Mexico?
I
tli.i' stantly killed last Friduy at II. A.
the coining great problemthink
in the Martin's ranch, on Blue creek, by liH
I nlted States Is the
race question, former friend, Boss Sloan. The scene
lhls has grown to include
Jap-- ! of the tragedy is ill the western part
anese and the Chinese as welltheus
(
of Grunt county and the deed, It is
negro.
The country will yet seo the' claimed,
was done In
great error wrought in the
It appears that Garriwuy had been
of the negro.
It
behooves
ua to put out all the restraints
drunk und hud been shooting up the
can to prevent such an admixture of! ranch, and when Sloan, who was also
different bloods.
It Is equally lm- -' engaged as u cowboy, remonstrated
portant that the duties und privileges' with him. he threatened to sho t
of citizenship, and tills includes
him.
He even went to the point of
raising and cocking his
should be contracted
rather
when Sloan grabbed his gun und shit
thun expanded.
lit tt tin. nigh the heart.
Yours truly,
FRANK E. Bl;MtS.
proceeded to
Sloan Immediately
Silver City, where he gave himself up
to the authorities, and where he sttll in An opera star prevented a panic
Chicago by singing "The Star
SHOT
Witnesses cor
TO
remains In custody.
which proves
Banner"
roborate Sloan's story of the killing Spangled
In
these
the 1'nlted
and he will undoubtedly be released States Iswhosomebody
sing
can
it.
DEATH BY FRIEND as having aoled Justifiably.
"Your trip to the Rockies in 1840
must have been a perilous one, grand
A Kansas scientist claims the GarMissisin
father.
located
den of Eden was
News has leached this city to the, sippi. Now
grandfather an
"No. my dear,"
we understand why Adam
effect that a cowboy by the name .if und Eve didn't make a bigger full swered, "there were no railroads In
'
in-days.
Grover Curriway was shot and
those
1
when they were put out.
tl--
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Spirit
tho Imps of Hell.
Because an opera house has wings
imnlv that it is

m

!

m

Iocs not necessarily
a bird of a theatre.
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PERSONAL PROPERTY
WASTED,
WANTED Woman dishwasher,
at
Columbus hotel.
WANTED Messenger boys.
Wesi
On
Furniture,
ern Union Telegraph office.
Pianos, Organ,
WANTED At once, a girl wno un- Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
derstands starching. The Imperial also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $1
LAUndry Co.
and as high as $200. Loans ar
ffrtorl rnrnpn
WAXTRD At nncp.
ters: steady iobs and rood wanes quickly made and strictly private.
Also cooks, waitresses, yard men, Time: One month to on year given.
possession.
etc. Colburn's Employment Agency. Goods remain In your
3ry good Our rates are reasonable. Call and
WANTED Experienced
see
us
borrowing.
before
must speak Spanish.
salesman;
Oood wages, send references.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
The
Windsor Hnsar Co., Trinidad. Colo. Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED
Uentieman-- s
parts of the world.
second
hand clothing. No. (IS South First
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant BIdg. 4
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
SIS West Railroad Ave.
4
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
PRIVATE OFFICES,
proprietor.
Open Evenings.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARB MAKING
10 to $25 a day selling our em
broidery goods. No capital or ex
perlence required. Why not you?
write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERT
WORKS, Omaha. Neb.
nnd we sold that snap to another
FOH KENT.
pnrty who took time by the forelock.
t'OH
RENT furnished
rooms.
Grant building, 303
Railroad We Iinve one or two more almost
avenue.
good though. Conic in end ask about
FOR RENT Three rooms for light them.
housekeeping;
$12.
Inquire at
108 North Second street.
FOR RENT For two monthsslr
room furnished home, close In; all
mouern conveniences.
Inquire M,
2t West Gold Ave.
ioaMooii or rscou isnlght.
FOR
RENT Five mom
hnno
partially furnished, electric light
una Dam. lOW rent. S09 North Ran. PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
ond street. Apply to F. H. Strong
FOR RENT A
cottage,
well furnished; also two and thrie-roolaw iters.
flats. Apply 110 East Cal
H veil ue.
Ira M. Bond.
FOR RENT A six room
o
ATTORNEY AT t.aot
y
c.
ones; nouse, corner of Seventh N. W., Washington, D. C. ' Pensions!
. . .
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire lanrt' nn.A.
j'irin.a, copyrignts,
caveats,
at unamplon Grocery, 624 West Tl letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Jerns avenue.
It. V. II- - UF..n
FOR RENT Five-rooATTORNEY AT T.aw "aii
house in
good repair, corner of Rnltrnnri que. N. M. omco
.
.?
avenue and Hill street. Low rent Bank building.
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
E. W. Dobson.
j. r ijUiny.
ATTORNEV
AT T A TXT
'
FOR RENT Nine-acr- e
ranch, on Cromwell block. Albuquerque,
N. M.
hou-ieMountain
road;
large cnicxen yard, 6 acres in alDKNTISTS.
falfa, 2 acres In fruit trees.
In- quire ai inis omce
DR. J. is. KRAFT,
FOR RENT Cheap, furnished rooms
Dental Surgeon.
v..,. j.
Rooms 2 nnd tt
iui ngiii. Housekeeping m the
country.
.."V
Garden chickens, stable. over o'RiiiJi- Blore- "
Phone
jvusa niibrlck ait Kindergarten,
Jno. 744. Appointments
made by mail.
B14 West Gold avenue, forenoons.
Hximund J. Alger, D.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
No. 306 RallrnnH o ,...-D.S
i.uu per weeK ana up; also nice hours,
9 a. m., to 12:30 p.
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
m.; 180
per week and up, furnished with P. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
Apstove and cooking utensils
pointments
and
made by mall
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
524 South Second street, AlbuquerW. 81. snr.'Kii
v x. .
que, N. M.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life- Building.
FOR SALE
phone 888. Albuquerque, N. M TeleFOR
A
SALE
tran
DR. H. . linen
cheap. 305 Baca avenue.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
"OR SALE A good big cow, will be
Tuberculosis
rresn soon. See George K. Neher
..cuicu wim lilgn.
FOR SALE Small business, with Frequency Electrical Current
andw
norse ana wagon, paying $18 per Germicide. Treatments cri..
week. Sell cheap for cash. Ad- day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
dress C. R., Citizen office.
FOR
SALE The Claude Glrard
UNDERTAKER.
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequia, near Six- Auto, phone 316.
Colo.. Red lis
A. BORTF!RS.
teenth street. Inquire on premises
Commercial Club building.
or at 300 North Proadway.
Black
or vvnite hearse, $5.
LOST.
ARCHITECTS
LOST Ladies' pocketbook, conta'.i- ns puir or diamond earrings, two
Snennep.
W.
F.
Pn..,. . u ttm jBr
n.
gold watch chains and money. Re.."Kino
nett building, Albuquerque,
turn to this oflice and receive
N.
M.
"wm piiones.
reward.
1IAIH DRESSER ASD C1IUIOPO
CIVIL ENGINEER
DIST.
J. R. Farwell.
Mrs. Bambini, at her narlorj. No.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
209 West Railroad avenue, is prs-parNOTARY PUBLIC
to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
Thos. K. P. Maddlmn.
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
Office
W. TKs Oh Mar.
117
gives massage treatment and mani West GoldWith
avenue.
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up
J. S. BAGLEY
the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,,
Accountant.
and Is guaranteed not to be InBooks checked un. small i.t.
jurious. She also prepares a hair
kept
hotcfoaps
UD;
grocers'.
books
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restorel and physicians' books lonWoH ift
life to dead hair; removes moles, and collections made. Abl com. nt
warts and superfluous hair. Also a assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
GRAZING LAND
preparations
are nurelv vecotahla
compounds. Have Just added a viFor Large Sheep Ranch.
brator machine for treatment of
scalp, face and cure of .wrinkles.
The best land proposition for sheep
It
Is also used for rheumatism,
20 pains ever offered in the southwest.
000 to 45,000 acres In solid body In
and massage.
central New Mexico.
Fine grass,
water and shelter.
AS W: GROW OLD
Absolutely perfect title.
All taxes paid.
Moder
Tho Kidneys Need Constant Help
ate price.
Half mortgage If desired.
.Aiuiiqiicrque People DoihmhI on
L. B. PRINCE, Santa Fe,
. M.
1 loan's
Kidney Pills.
The constant strain of busy life
PROPOSALS FOR BRICK DOR
wears out the kidneys, and in la'.or MITORY. Department
of the Inter
years.
ior, Office of Indian Affairs. Washing
The kidneys cry for help.
Sealed
Old backs will ache, day In, day out; ton, D. C, Feb. 19, 1907.
Urinary ills will add their weight of proposals, plainly marked on the out
woe,
side of the sealed envelope, "Pro
Until the kidneys have the help they posals for Dormitory at Santa Fe
need.
School, New Mexico," and addressed
Aid the kidneys with Doan's Kidney to the Commissioner of
Indian Aftills.
Restore a perfect filtering of the fairs, Washington, D. C, will be re
ceived at the Indian Office until two
blood.
Cure the sick kidneys when they're o'clock p. m. of March 21, 1907. for
furnishing and delivering the ne
sick.
Albuquerque
people endorse
this cessary materials ana labor required
great remedy.
to construct and complete a brick
T. A. Barnett, retired, living at !14 dormitory with plumbing,
steam heat
South Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M , arid
electric lighting at the Santa
says: "For years I have been more
or less troubled with kidney com Fe school, New Mexico, in strict acplaint, the ailment becoming more cordance with plans, specifications
pronounced than ever about two years and instructions to bidders which
ago.
Besides having pains in my may be examined at this office, the
back and a general weakness extend- offices of the "Improvement Bulleing from my hips down, my condition tin," Minneapolis,
Minn.; "American
was so that any little exertion would
tire me so that I would have to sit Contractor,' 'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen,"
Albuquerque,
N. M.; "New Mexican,"
down and rest.
There was also a
too frequent action of the kidney sr Santa Fe, N. M.; "Evening Herald,"
crctions, disturbing my rest as oftn Durango, Colo.; Builders' and TradAt times 1 ers' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb.,
as ten times a night.
St.
had no control at all over the secre- Paul,
Wis.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.;
so
being
during
the day
tions, this
Manufacturers'
Asso.,
About a year Northwestern
as well as at night.
ago 1 had the good fortune to learn St. Paul. Wis.; U. S. Indian Wareof Donn s Kidney Pills and procured houses, at Chicago,' St. Louis. Omaha
I can say and New York, and at
them at the drug store.
the school.
that no medicine ever afforded ine For further information apply to C.
the benetit derived from them. They J. Crandall, Supt, Santa Fe, N. M.
have spared mo a great deal of an- C. F. LAIUJABEE, Acting
Commis
noyance and inconvenience and thy
not only give strength and tone to the sioner.
kidneys, but Invigorate me generally. '
Our ROUGH DJV work aon's have
Price 0
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffi'o, to be washed ovi
;al Laun
cents.
N. Y., sole agents
dry
Co.
for the I'nitel
States.
Remember the name Doan's ruid
FEE'S PEERI
No. '0 CANDIES,
take no other.
AT
,'S DRUG
STORE.
to
"I don't like
bother you." she
said, as she leaned over the counter,
Subscribe for
en and get
s the news.
"but this store advertises that
no trouble to show goods."
"Exactly so," the obliging clerk re
torted.
"Our trouble is in selling
mem.
AL PILLS
MOTT'S PE
m

$1.50 np
$0

Low

J

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

tive-roo-

fill

Illllllcllalll)' Right.
The supreme court of Mississippi
rules that the right of a boy to
climb u tree is inulienalbe.
What
about the right of the bulldog to
remain at the foot of the tree until
lie comes down? Cleveland Leader.

3

IBOT.

'

one-fift-

1

,

MONEY to LOAN

open-hande-

LETTER

suli-soi-

WEDNESDAY. MARCH

Old Gambling "Kimg" Still

of people as con be found anywhere.
It takes grit to break loose from
the old home ties and come to a new
country like this and it is this class
of sturdy Americans who are develop
ing this country. We have no tie
groes. and really, we think this alti
tude is too great for the sons of Hum
Our people are the best from all
parts of the United States.
We need more of the same. If you
desire to settle here you can pay the
government $1.25 an acre when you
will be granted a patent; or, by living
continuously on the land for live
years the government will issue pat
ent without further cost, except your
tinnl proof. These are some of the
things you cannot do: You cannot
visit your claim every six months or
so; you cannot take up land if you
own more than 160 acres elsewhere;
you cannot take up land If you are a
You
married woman, not a widow.
cannot come out here, take up land,
put a little snack on it and go back
and prevent your claim being successfully contested. The object of the
law is to give every homeless citizen
a home, but neither we nor the gov
eminent need the claim speculator.
We want tho actual settler, and he la
being received by our citizens with
d
hospitality,
but the
bounty hunter gets and deserves lit
encouragement.
tie
!f
' I-- 'l
The town is in a healthy, growing
condition, commensurate with the
growth of the surrounding country,
Investments are being made here
dally and new houses are going up.
Everybody is busy and contented.
No part of the United States is receiving the attention that this part of
New Mexico Is receiving at the present. The object of this article is to
honestly Induce honest people to come
here and get homes. The best proof
on earth that this country Is all right
Is that the people who come here are
enthusiastic in their conlidence.
There are thousands of good honest
people in the older Battled parts of
the United States who are looking for
a home. They want a home, and
need it, but they do not know that
an empire as large as Massachusetts
lies virgin, ready for the "man with
the hoe." The exaggerated, twisted
and erroneous Ideas that pervade the
east about New Mexico is really
amusing to the man here on the
ground. We have talked with numerous people who have heard almost
every kind of ghost story Imaginable
about this country, which contain
about as much truth as did the old-tigeographies about this section.
New Mexico Is not a desert, and it
is not filled
with
and
thugs. Do you want a home? Are
you renting land at a high price and
getting poorer every day? Do you
MRS.
DOHA
M'DONALD. WIFE OF MIKE M'DON LI THE
know that here, around Kenmv is .AMMUNO KINO OF
CHICAGO. WIIO IS AWAI'ITNO
plenty of land as good and much betHDKU OF WKIMTKK GHOHIN, WHOM SHK HAD ! 'UI,Y
II
ter than the land thousands of families are renting at a big nrlce?
no
you realize that this land is subject ten and a millionaire,,n will
his a remarkable one. She was known
,..., place
l.i
to entry and the whole cost of the 160 fortune in tho arniaa
In her childhood by the grizzled old
from
convlotlon.
acres of good land is less thun $40
gambler, and it is said he used to
For a week immediately after the see
in all? Urton (N. M.) Iteporter.
her on the streets in the neightragedy in the office building where borhood
of his home and give her
Mrs. McDonald was arrested as she candy and
pat her on the head.
was breaking out the gloss in thj When the first
Mrs. McDonald eloped
.
dOOr With ithn fntnl
nnlu..
a
with
chance
admirer,
McDonald
cape from the room where lay the married
girl who hud now
little
the
corpse she was in a highly hysteri- grown up.
cal state, and it was thought that she
Her cureer had, however, been
uio unuer me
"uuiu
Now she varied. She had been a chorus girl
s much calmer, but Hiram.
pleads with Mc- and later wife
Sam Barkley, a
Donald when he visits her to tako her saloon keeper. of
police are tracner "beautiful pink room ing it. They say The
"",L"
that they have many
with the canary.'
She calls him letters written by her to Guerin.

The station on the Snn Juan Is located near the Methodist Indian
chool about three mles wiestt of
rarnungion, ana aDout two miles below the mouth of the An linns river.
The guage, which is read each day
by Elmer King, is attached to a
framework extending from the top of
a sandstone cliff about fifteen
feet
. Above low water, and about 300
feet
above the site of the suspension foot
bridge which was washed away during the high water of 105. According to the records for 1905, the maximum flow for that year was 4,0Q
Jwcond feet, occurring in June: the
fi"n?TiiUm,
40 second feet, occurred
In January.
results
The
tf the steam flow
measurements carried on
by the
water resources branch of the Uni- Citizen ;of New Mexico Conted States geological survey on important streams in all sections of the
cerning County Naming
country are published annually in
reports which are distrlbutei
of
rr6 the
charge, affording to, cne public
and Race Marriages.
"P'y lellable mearrs of ascertaining
The amount of water carried by the
rivers and available for municipal
Los
Cal., March 2, 190".
uses. Irrigation, power developed and To TheAngeles,
Evening Citizen.
other industrial purposes. Farming-toI have read an editorial creu.ted
Enterprise.
to your paper objecting to the name
Foraker as applied to a bill befo e
HOMESTEADERS AM)
IN CHAVES CO. your legislature providing for the
of new counties.
creation
being asked
We are constantly
say New Mexico owes nothing
about government land around Ken-n- to You
I agree with
Foraker.
what Is required to take up this you.Senutor
I do not agree with the stateland, etc., hence, this article.
ment,
"Why
give
county
a
the name
There is at this writing plenty of
good government land at a distance of an Individual when there is sU'ih
an
approabundance
of
beautiful
and
of from live miles on out. This land
is being rapluly taken, more rapidly priate Indian and Spanish terms," ot?.
"perhaps, than iu any part of the ter- Now, there are several American
ritory and it is only a matter of a characters whose names ought really
be given to New Mexico counties.
shout time until all this land suited to
to agricultural purposes will be tak 1 should hope to have you agitate
them.
Two men I will suggest wiio
en up by the act mil settler,
Kenna is located Just nt tho foot thus ought to be honored, and in the
of the Staked Plains and at the be- doing of which no one can lay the
ginning of the eastern edge of the fam- charge that it Is bestowing a politious Pecos valley. The town is situat- cal or purtlsun name.
They ure
I nm enclosing i
ed in a beautiful, rolling valley of Trlst and Maxwell.
glucial formation, ami Is protected clipping from the Los Angeles Exfrom the winter winds by the sur- aminer of December 20, 19U6, en
rounding mesas, or
hills.
Regulus,,'
titled,
"The American
The surrounding country is main- which
should like to have you pe
ly level unci treeless except a small fuse and return. It occurs to me that
tract of broken land eight miles ito on tlie
boundary of each of
the northwest, which has a growth the threesouthern
commonwealths, California,
of scrub cedar or Juniper.
Mexico,
New
Arizona
there
and
These level stretches of land are
be a county of Trlst.
mixed with red sand and clay with should
1. ueien Henjumlii Maxwell was loon
l,
clay,
sandy, light chocolate,
intimately connected with the
and medium chocolate land, all allu- and
history
New Mexico.
Ills was u
vial in nature and very productive characterof not
II
virtues.
where they are properly handled; es- ty pitied a class without
and u period now in
pecially is this true where the Camp- - the west will nigh
past. I think his
name should bo given to one of the
counties in the vicinity of tho old
Maxwell grant.
Please see in thU
connection a splendid article, "A Ne.v
f There is only one
Mexico Baron," In the January Ou
west.
I hope you can see the historical
advantage and titness In bestowl.ig
the names cited to New Mexico counties, antl that you will advocate the
same through your paper.
That is
1 ulso enclose u dipping
mention
ing
marriage In your city lately
Laxative Bromo Quinine of a the
Chinaman und an American girl.
I lived in New Mexico sixteen years
and would like to see the legislature
enact a law prohibiting the marriage
of whites und negroes, whites und
CURES A COLD IN ONE DAY
Mongolians.
only little more than a
PREVENTS THE CRIP
year ago ut Koswell we hail the Bp
tacle of a white man ami a negro wo
Similarly named remedies sometimes
wun marrying.
This was u coin
deceive. The first and ori i ual Cold Tablet
promise rase with the law, resulting
is a WHITE PACKAQE with black and red
In lieu of prosecution of the parties
lettering, sad bears the signature of
under the Edmunds law.
Witness uguln the tight the English
Admiral Beicsford, of proud family,
Is having in El Paso and In Mexico
with a negro woman over his brother's estate.
Other states have similar laws, and
HOME-STEADIN-

CITlZElf.

boll system of dry farming

culosls.
We undoubtedly have as good class
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A Pulntcr's Dimirhicr
Molly Daub, of Rice. .O.. has been
visaing with John Majors and family
me pust week. Antwerp (O.) Bee,
President Roosevelt advised the
Harvard boys to plab foot ball. He
won't have to give that advice to the

boys

at

Yale.
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a member of congress 4s a side Issue
with Mr. Iafean.
A
Pompadour Statesman.
Visitors In the galleries of the Uniented States senate were Immenselydelivtertained the day Mr. Tillman stunt
ered his now famous minstrel
In which he referred to the foibles
and Idosyncraxles of his colleagues In
Jest, but which were received by the
men against whom he aimed his
shafts of ridicule as serious reflections upon them and their character.
So seriously did Jhe senate take this
effort of the South Cnrollnnn tomm-befunny that In secret session the
thneaherl over, with the re
lor
sult that Mr. Tillman apologized and
to go
the "stunt" was not permitted bit
of Prime Fed Cattle Short-She- ep
record. In this little
Into
the
Dislike
Retiring Congressmen
ir.
plan Mr. Tillmnn referred to
pompadour
flay, of Georgia, as the
Receipts For Week Were
ntntesman. n. remark at which thnt
to Surrender. But Which
senator took umbrage. Pompadours
46.000 Head.
are not distinctly fashionable these
New Comers Demand.
days, but the senator from Georgia
Is not alone In that regard. 'I nere are
Kansas City Stork Yards. March 1.
three other senators who wear their
6.
When
H.
('.,
TelMar.
Washington.
Hepresentative sales of western
hair In that manner. They are Wissheep
the sixtieth concress convenes In De- ler, of Colorado.
of
and lambs here this week:
Follette.
cember next, there will he a nice bit consin, ami Smith, of Michigan, the
Monday, IVlirunry 2.1.
now
of patroniige to distribute that
new senator recently promoted from
B. Worth, Monte Vista, Colo.
belong to members who failed of
succeed Alger. It has 232K. lambs.
to
house
the
82 Jus., $7.30.
When the house organized been noted that each, of these four
It. I Thaxton, Las Animas, Colo.
a few years nro what was known as men is nggresive, bold nnd when at75 lbs., $7.25.
lambs,
2!9
the "hoi? combine" controlled thins tacked in debate, pugnacious nnd
Mathlas Bros., Monte Vista, Colo.
and captured nil the big places. This ever ready to lluht back. Whether
373 lambs, 78 lbs., $7.25.
combine was made up of the leaders this personal charaterlstlc is IndicatS. & XV., Lamar, Colo.
559
of such strong republican states as ed by the hair, no senator will say. Drake 78
lbs., $7.20.
lambs,
Pennsylvania,
nnd
Ohio
New York,
it Is known that In the case of
but
II. H. Hatton. Monte Vista, Colo.
No one perhaps. In the each of these men. every hair fairly
Wisconsin.
55 lambs, 73 lbs.. $7.20.
patron-
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PERQUISITE

10
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house obtained more of this
age than dbl Hepresentntlve Babcock,
of Wisconsin, nnd General Orosvenor.
Hoth go out of congress
of Ohio.
at the expiration of this term and
they have been quite busy of late
endeavoring to arrange for the retention of their followers. McCleary,
of Minnesota, and Wadsworth, of
New York, are In the same list of
holders of fat patronage.
General Grosvenor, who has been
in the house many years. Is said to
have patronage at his disposal aggregating $19,000, which probably. Is
more than that of any other one
member of congress. Mr. Habcock
's
Mr.
comes second, although
position as chairman of the
committee having legislation for the
District of Columbia In charge, has
enabled him to get a number of excellent places under the district
All
for his constituents.
of these members who are now about
trouhaving
go
to
out of office are
ble keeping their lieutenants In the
Jobs they have held for years. Out
of office means being out of power
and the new members coming In are
not willing to forego any of their
perquisites. The remaining veterans
of the house, too, are reaching out to
grasp some of the "pork that Is about
to fall from the grasp of these retired statesmen. Necessarily, therefore, there Is much uneasiness on the
part of a considerable percentage of
the present employes of the house
of representatives.

CITIZEN.

A. Gardner. Lns Animas, Colo. S04
lambs, 82 lbs., $7.
Some sales of western rattle hero
this week:
XV.
Stanford, Texas
E. Barrow,
10 feeders, 898 lbs., $4.80.
Stanford, Texas
Bnrrow,
W. E.
90 feeders, 948 lbs., $4.45.
M Brush, Colo.9 cows.
Wilcox
8$7 lbs, $3.76.
Wilcox ft M.. Brush, Colo. .0

TAOIt THRKM.

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
Is to clean up stock once

cows, 1,007 lbs., $3.15.

yearly and open season
with new goods.

Deafrwa Cannot Be Cured
by locsl applications, ss thi-cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only ons way to cure deafness,
and that la by constitutional remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tul.e In Inflam
ed you have a rumbling sound or Imoer- rect nenring, ana wnen u is entirely
closed, Deafness Is ths result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out or len are caused by
Catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
nny case of Deafness (caused I v catarrh)
that cannot be cured by lialls Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CHEMiK & t o., Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold bv nil rmiggtsts. The.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa
tion.
o

The Name

Wm. CHAPLIN
Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

for honest advertising.

HOW THE JAP SPIES

bristles with aggresive energy.

I
M. Green, Monte Vista. Colo
591 lambs. 69 lbs.. $7.15.
J. E. Burns, Monte Vista, Colo.
304 lambs. 65 lbs.. $7.
K. Worth. Monte Vista, Colo.
282
lambs, 73 lbs., $7.15.
Uoswell,
W. Wilson,
Colo. 590
Iambs, 68 lbs., $7.05.
J. H. Sargent, Monte Vista, Colo.
34S feeding lambs, 58 lbs.. $6.65
J. Johnson, Colorado 441 ewes, 84
lbs.. $5.
Gruber Bros., Colorado 522 lambs,
65 lbs.. $7.10.
G. W. Tweedle, Lamar, Colo. 676
ewes, 81 lbs., $4.85
Itobb & A., Monte Vista, Colo.
831 lambs. 72 lbs.. $7.10
Bowsher, Monte VlHta Colo. 287
(lambs. 77 lbs., $7.25
C. K Aherns, Monte Vista, Colo.
845 It) .lbs, 70 lbs., $7.10.
1'.
l.,l,.,nra OA
H .zsteind, Moore, Colo.
502 yenr- linr , 70 lbs., $6.40
XV..
789
S.
Colo.
&
Lamar,
rake
COl. TWITCHELL WILL
la. ibs. 79 lbs., $7.20.
K. It. Gorman, Lamar, Colo. 238
EXPOUND ON ROADS lambs, 71 lbs., $7.20.
P. G. Scott, Las Animas, Colo.
240 lambs, 64 lbs., $6.90.
L. M. Green, Monte Vista, Colo.
Colonel n. E. Twitchell, of Lns 507 lambs. 70 lbs., $7.15.
Vegas, will address an audience at
Cuminlngs & O., Monte Vista.
the Commercial club building tomor- 888 lambs, 63 lbs., $6.90.
row night on the subject of good
J. K. Burns, Monte Vista. Colo.
roads and the advlsuillity of attempt- - 549 lambs, 66 lbs., $7.
ling to get the national good roads
Graves & A., Monte Vista, Colo,
convention for this city next year.
606 feeding lambs, 58 lbs., $6.65.
in
meets
The national convention
WcdiiPsiluy, February 27.
Pittsburg. Pa., this month, and a
H. G. Fulkerson, Prowers, Colo.
strong delegation, headed by 11. W.
Tlio Caramel King.
71 lbs., $7.30
David Franklin Lafenn, a member Madden, of the Boosters club, will 274 lambs,
Gardner, Las Animas, Colo.
of congress from the York, Pa., dis- represent Albuquerque and the terri- 501A. lambs,
lbs., $7.20.
80
trict gave a dinner to a large num- tory in general. Colonel Twitchell is
Lamar, Colo. 504
E. Letherman,
ber of his colleagues the other day. well posted on the good roads ques-Itlo- n lambs.
71 lbs.. $7.10.
and his talk tomorrow night
Lafean is one of the persistent dinner
M. F. Kalston, Prowers, Colo. 255
givers of the house and, although promises to be an Interesting one.
64 lbs., $7.
very popular with his associates, this He Is quite certain the convention can lambs,
Moore, Colo. 724 ewes,
tends to make him more so. Among be brought here next year if a strong 80 Herzstelnd,
lbs., $5.05.
those who know Mr. Lafean he la and united effort is made.
289
Herzstelnd, Moore. Colo.
called the "Caramel King." He has
yearlings, 70 lbs., $6.40.
built up in his home town the largest 1,000 GALLONS PKR
809
Colo.
West,
Trinidad,
Ed.
caramel factory in the United States,
HOUIt CAPACITY.
99 lbs., $5.10.
if not in the world. Chocolate caraCaptain Henry Warren, resident ewes.
& A., Monte Vista, Colo.
mels are the favorite sweet of mil- manager of the Aztec Land & Cattle 574Graves
feeding lambs, 61 lbs., $6.65.
lions of young folk In this country, company at St. Joseph, states tnat
Thursday, February 27.
and this luxury, like many of the his company has completed the Innecessities of the American people, stalling of a pumping plant that will
G. H. Fulkerson, Prowers, Colo,
has been combined Into a community produce a flow of rrom 600 to
505 lambs, 84 lbs., $7.40.
of interest. Mr. Lafean having gathergallons of water per hour, says
G. H. Fulkerson, Prowers, Colo
ed together al the concerns In the the Winslow Mall. With the amount 210 lambs. 84 lbs., $7.35.
country that manufacture this sweet- of water they now have available 400
G. H. Fulkerson, Prowers, Colo.
meat into an organization that is acres of very rich land may be Irri- 269 lambs, 72 lbs., $7.30.
known as the Chocolate Caramel gated. Mr. Warren expects to have a
M. F. HalHton, Prowers, Colo, -- 49
Trust. Just why the headquarters of colony located there not later than lambs, 64 lbs., $7.05.
this industry should have been built next spring and perhaps this sumG. W. Leavett, Lamar, Colo. BIS
up at York, far removed na it is from mer. The company will soon be- lambs,
70 lbs., $7.
the center of sugar and chocolate gin boring for artesian water.
Friday, March 1.
production. Is not known, unless it
was due to the energy and business
O. II. Fulkerson, Prowers,
They're bragging of a boy of three
activity of the congressman.
He In an Illinois town because he dis- 714 lambs. 84 lbs., $7.30.
G. H. Fulkerson, Prowers,
cusses the Thaw case. It's up to some
started on a small scale twenty-fiv- e
years ago and today is said to abso- town to produce a
boy who 627 lambs, 74 lbs., $7.25.
lutely control the chocolate caramel doesn't discuss It. He'll be worth
E. C. Hatton, Monte Vista,
industry of .the United States. Being bragging about.
1,154 lambs, 68 lbs., $7.20.
Bab-cock-

UTENHTG

Pages In tlio Senate.
There are fourteen pages who serve
the wants of I'nited States senators.
These little fellows are paid $75 a
month and when they reach the age
of 16 years they must retire and
make way for others. It Is popularly supposed they have little to do.
n the contrary,
their task Is often hard and their hours somewhat
long. They must report for duty at
8 o'clock In the morning,
clear up
senators desks and assort and discopy
of each bill, report
tribute one
or other document that came up from
the printing office that morning, and
file the congressional record for each
Hecently these youngsters
senator.
on one morning handled 30,000 pieces
of printed matter, gave each senator
his proper apportionment and never
made an error.

(Ity Cliax. II. KlioadcO
Honolulu. Mar. 6.
Jinan tins
the Hawaiian islands with
She knew long before
the
local newspapers did that work had
been begun on the fortifications about
Honolulu. When a reporter for one
of the newspapers here made the discovery, accidentally,
that surveyors
were actually at work running lines
and plotting off the Unites States res
Diamond
behind
ervation
tiend,
where some of the principal fortifl- -
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A SACRIFICE TO MAMMON

.k.

'HUH SAXDS OF YOl'XK GIKLS AI1E SACRIFICED
I SI AL1.V Till: MOTHEItS ABE ItESPONSIBL
AS AliHOIUtKNT AS ANY ATKOCI
And they built tlio high places of Itaal ulilcli uro
In tlio valley of the sons of llinoni, to cause their eons
und their daughters to pass through tlio lire unto
Molixli; which I commanded them not, neither camo
it to my mind that they should do this abomination to
mil .ludali to Kin." Jereniiuli, 32:35.
And because, despite the warning of the prophet.
Israel and Judah continued in sacrificing their children to a heathen god. Biblical history chronicles the
destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon
and the slaughter of thousands by sword and by pesti-

MMHMMMHMMmoillHUHMMM

YKAItl.Y TO HUMANITY'S LIST FOIl CiOLD.
V..
IS NOT THIS DEGRADING SITUATION
1Y OF HEATHEN Il.YUIt AUISM?
broadest civilization. Which id the more abhorrent?
Yet Evelyn Thaw Is but one of hundreds whose
souls have been bartered for a handful of gold have
been ruthlessly sacrificed in the cruel arms of a god
far more terrible than the Moloch of the Ammonites,
a god whose altars are not alone in the high places of
the sons of Hinom, but at the firesides of hundreds
upon hundreds of families of our land.
Cartoonist Irvln has depicted with awful vividness
the Idolatrous worship that has led to the sacrifice of
g
many an Evelyn Thaw of
stories of
wrecked girlhood that were never put Into words,
lence.
j
There is a warning here, too. We have reached a
'stag.? win-rwe are inclined to scoff at Divine anger
There are no Jeremiahs In our day; but in this
as visited Israel and Judah. But whether we be
era of christian enllghtment, of boasted freedom from such
lieve in a Divine. Being, terrible and avenging, as did
fanatical superstition there are gods more revolting than the
ancients, is not material. Nature's laws are as
the Moloch of the Ammonites the Moloch Into whose
as were the mandates Issued through the
ainrs , heated to a white glow, babes ami youths and prophets of d I; and nature demands full retribution
maidens were tliust by avaricious parents.
for a violation of her laws.
No?
Do you realize her danger
Have you a daughter?
What Is Evelyn Thaw? What of thousands of other .and your responsibility, l'erhaps Evelyn Thaw's mother
diil not realize that she was offering up an awful sacrl-- i
.iuntf girls sacrificed by avaricious mothers?
her hus- lice when ; he thrust ln-The story of '".Vclyn Thaw toll to
girl into tins world
band is a story of human sacrifice more revolting, more 'to Ira "Tie her beauty for money. Vet the sacrifice was
appalling in its dreadful details than any scene that was made.
ever enailcd 111 the valley of the sons of llinoni.
l'erhaps even now, Iinost without knowing it, you
The sacrifice of a human body through pagan fana- are beginning to kneel before this modern Moloch
ticism in an era of religious and social darkness or Mi iN'KY. Are you?
THINK NOW, YOU MOTHERS AND FATHERS,
he sacrifice of a human soul through mercenary greed
nllglitmeril in a laud of the BEFORE IT IS Too LATE.
in . a era of "'liir-itia'

I
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Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

I
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MRS. NAKl'IN.V
cations are to be placed, he found
Japanese
watching
the surveyors
through field glasses and making
or
Delng
notes
wnat was
done.
On the other side of Honolulu, at
tvanuiki, an army post Is being prepared. It is nearly completed now
and almost ready for the housing of
a battalion of InfantryThe Japa
nese, it nas just been discovered,
have had the entire work under the
most complete surveillance ever since
It statrted.
Accidents like the following are
constantly coming to light, and show
clearly how painstaking and omnipresent are the secret service agents
of the Mikado:
Mrs. Nakuina, commissioner of private ways and water rights of Honolulu, hired as a servant a young Japanese After a time he asked If a
friend of his, an older man might
not be allowed to share his quarters
with him. Permission wus granted,
and a man to whom her servant
seemed to be very defferentlal came.
Some weeks later, by accident, Mrs.
Nakuina happened to be in one of
the Japanese banks In company with
her servant and the elder man, when,
to her surprise, everybody in the
bank from the manager down bowed
profoundly both to the younger as
well as to the older man
To her
inquiries regarding them, nhe was at
first told that they were both officers of'hlgh rank In the Japanese
army, but at a word in Japanese from
one or the men she was told that this
was not so. but that the two men
were very dear friends of the manager.
The only reason she can think of
why the young man should have
sought service nt her house, presuming him a spy. wns because of
her prominence among the Hawallans,
for he once asked her if in case of
war between the I'nited States and
Japan, the Hawallans would forget
that their islands had been annexed,
and side with the Americans.

SHOE STORE

( Wm, CHAPLIN
WESTERN

SHIPPERS
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Cause of Stomach Trouble.
When a man has trobule with his
stomach you may know that ho Is
eating more than he Bhould or of
some article of food or drink not
suited to his age or occupation, or
that his bowels are habitually
constipated.
Take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets to regulate the bowels and improve
the
digestion and see if the trouble does
not disappear. Ask for a free sample. Sold by all druggists.
o
Try This on Your IMano.
Henry Tillow, In getting his
driver shod ut I). E. Knis-ley- 's
Monday afterblacksmith sli,
noon, it fell, IliJuir.K itself so that
Veterinary Conway, of Osborn, was
called, but the hoi.e died later.
Xenla (O.) Gazette.
MA1IARA S .MIXsi KEI.S
AT ELKS' OI'ERA JUH'SE.

Mahara's Minsin N, ail colored, ale
In their twentieth year of success.
This is without a doubt the oldest
colored minstrel company on the
road. They have for years been making a tour of the country from one
end of the I'nited Slates to the other. The name Mahura Is a household word, and wherever this show
holds forth they aie sure to have a
rousing big house. The .M a haras this
season carry a dozen Creole girls who
are a whole show by themselves.
They put on a biu' singing chorus,
thus giving twice the entertainment
that the ordinary company does;
they also have
besides this attrae'.i
and
their own orchi-ir- a
band.
Watch for the big parade that they
present on the principal streets at
about noon. They will give a performance at the i !!is' opera house
on March 7th.
i

KANSAS

Faywood

CITY

i

MARKET

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELEIVES

Hot

Week Ending March

Found
Large
and
Shipments
Strong.
Market
I

TRES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

Springs

CURES DROPSY.
Special Correspondence.
Kansas City Stock Yards, Mar. 4.
The moderate run of 10,000 cattle
today was met by a stronger market,
and sales were & to 10 cents higher
than the close of last week. Trade
has been good for the last ten days,
present prices standing ltj to 30 cents
higher than the oeginnlng of last
week.
The good conditions are the
result of moderate marketing, rerunning each week about
now
ceipts
ten per cent below the same period
last year, while the demand is good
from all sources. Not many prime
fed cattle are coming, although numerous sales last week ranged from
Jti to $6.25, top today J5.H0, bulk of
fed steers $4.80 to $5.60. Heavy cows
sell at $3 to $4.50, heifers $3.75 to
$5.
Feeder demand has been exceptionally good all along, sales ranging from $4.40 to $5.35, Including a
few hay fed range cattle lately at
$4.65 to $4.85, weighing 960 to 1,100
pounds. Stock cattle generally sell
above $4, bulk of sales $4.25 to $4.-7The attendance of country buyers is very large today.
The liberal supply of 46,000 sheep
received here last week were readily
disposed of without any apreciable
loss in price, lambs closing possibly
ten cents lower for the week. Trade
was active ut all times, and nothing
remained In the pens from day to
day.
Supply today Is 10,000 head,
market strong to ten cents higher,
practically all tho lambs here selling
within $7.20 to $7.45. The San
valley In Colorado, is apparently
nearly cleaned up for this season,
feeders in native territory also showing up very
t in the receipts, bluk
of the stuff lately from the Drkansas
valley In Colorado. It looks like the
market will have to depend on the
Arkansas valley and northern Colo
rado for its supply of sheep and
lambs for the immediate
future.
Yearlings sell today ut $6.15 to $6.- 6ti, wethers very scarce, but quotable
at $5.25 to $5.75, two lots of ewes
today at $5.25, range on ewes $5 to

"""""

$5.35.

Saved Her Sou's Life.
happiest mother In the little
town of Ava, Mo., is Mrs. S. Ruppee.
She writes:
"One year ago my son
was down v. 1th such serious lung
trouble that our physician was
to help him; when, by oufr
druggist's advice I began giving him
Dr. King's New Discovery, and I
soon noticed Improvement.
I kept
this treatment up for a few weeks
when ho was perfectly well. He has
worked steadily since at carpenter
work. Ir. King's New Discovery
saved his life." Guaranteed best
cough and cold euro by all dealers.
50c und $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Tho
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trip rates, good for thirty days.
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Write us For Catalogue of

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
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l. N. WalK.r, eUiu.r ofLouisa,
J"Un:al. ti," Katerpi-Ue"I ran a nail In my foot
t
week aii'l at once J'licil ltuck
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Salviv No lnilninnuuloii
Take LAXATIVE 13 HO MO Quinine f.i!l Arhir.i
the .i'.ve simply
the
Tablets. Druggists refund nioucy if wouiij." Heals every fc.ne. burn an
It fall to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
kl!l il:cu-ti.iu tiai U ej
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liigoature Is on each box. 25c.
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REST TOURXOUTS IX TUi: CITY
Second Street, between Ruilroud and
Copper Avenue.

J

Works

f.

SALE. FEED AND
TRANSFER STAliLE.S.
Horses and Mules Bought and

-

the Bowels-

Machine

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal," Columns anJ Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
ttopmlro on Mlitlng mud mill Mmohlnory m Bpoolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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STORY OF ONE TO WHOM
NEW MEXICO IS INDEBTED

ALBU-
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(By Hot. Ttinnia) It. Gregory.)
The pollutes of nations is usually a most Maid and
unromantlc affair, but occasionally there comes Into the
human indiplomatic game a bit of real
terest.
In the history of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
we find as touching a story of patriotic devotion as the
world has ever witnessed.
The Mexican war was in progress and General Scott
had Junt captured Vera Cruz. The Washington authorities, thinking that the fitting moment had arrived for
overtures of peace, sent as their ambassador to Mexico one Nicolas Trlst, chief clerk of the department of
state. Trlst was told what was wanted of him, and was
given full power to treat with the Mexican authorities.
In the course of his negotiations with Mexico he
took the liberty of agreeing to a proposition which had
been forbidden by his government, and when news of
the proposition reached Washington the ambassador was
Immediately recalled.
Meanwhile the armistice terminated, and, resuming hostilities, Scolt stormed Chapultepec and captured
g
the City of Mexico. Communication with Vera Cruz
interrupted, Trlst was unable to return to Washington. It was Iecember 4, 184 7, before he was ready
to start for home.
On Ihnt day something very extraordinary happened.
Moved by one of those sudden inspirations that
come only to men of sympathetic nature and snngulno
temperament, and which at times decide alike the fate
of the individual and the destinies of nations, Trlst
conceived and carried out a resolve fraught with mo
mentous consequences.
Sitting down, he wrote to the peace parly in the
Mexican congress the following note:
"I am resolved to carry home with me a treaty of
peace. Knowing, as I do, that peace is the earnest wish
of both nations, can it be my duty to allow the last
chance for peace to be lost? I have como to the conclusion that It Is my duly to pursue the opposite course."
Acting upon this conviction, the discredited ambas
sador, notwithstanding the fact that all his powers had
been revoked, there and then negotiated the traty which
ended hostilities and added to the territory of his country nn imperial domain.
By the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo the United States
obtained dominion over a country five times as large
as Great Britain nnd Ireland, or nearly three times
is large as France; a country of unrivaled mineral re
sources, of salubrious climate and of large agricultural
possibilities.
"The negotiator of this treaty," to use the words
of another, "not only lost the high position which he
held, together with all after chance of promotion to
office, but was denied, as a public offender, the remuneration for services and expenses at the rate usually
granted to agents of the government, which had been
Twenty-fiv- e
assigned to him In his letter of appointment.
years later, at the close of an arduous life, an aot
of tardy Justice by congress made up to him this loss
too late, however, to be a benefit, except to his widow.
In pure patriotic devotion Nicolas Trlst well de
serves to be called the American Regulus. Los Angeles
Examiner.
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Henry Clews, from whose Weekly Financial
The Cltiien quoted yesterday the same being No.
1S8, showing (hat the Ilevlew has entered upon It
thirty-firyear has this to say on the present business
outlook:
The reaction In Wall street which has been on for
the last six months has not yet shown Itself to any cx
General trade
tent In commercial or Industrial circles.
Is still very large In volume; and promises, In the ab
sence of unfavorable developments, to continue so for
another year If we have another good harvest. Many
of our industrial concerns are still pressed with order,
the only complaints being those ot Increased expenses
Such complaints are Increasing
and diminshed profits.
and must be regarded as significant, although at present they have not suggested any general reaction In the
volume of business.
The demand for all kinds of manufactured productJ
Is exceedingly large; shelves of distributing concern
are comparatively bare of stocks, and manufacturers as
a rule have all the business they can properly handle.
H is only at 4he eastern cities where financial opera
tions have been on a lessoned scale that clearing hous?
Throughout the west,
returns show any
(touthwest and the Pacific coast states clearing hou.'C
returns continue to show handsome gains even over
last year.
One of the most suggestive facts In the situation
Our great steel companies
the weakness in pig Iron.
have all the business In sight which they can take
care of for months ahead, but the disposition of ths
railroads to retrench, as a result of the high rates pall
to secure new capital and the high cost of materials,
naturally exerts a depressing Influence upon the future
of this staple product.
st
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SOME FREAK METHODS

bo-In-

Nowhere on earth have freak methods in newspaper "enterprise" so completely run mad as In the
The distressing and melancholy "comic
United States.
could not exist in any other
supplement,"
land not even our neighboring slates of Mexico and
and grotesque "magazine supThe wild-eye- d
Canada.
plements" of many of our Sunday papers are distinctly
affairs of our own creation and nurture.
Just now the prevailing craze seems to be "the mol
A
beautiful woman" business, says an exchange.
Chicago paper has Just discovered that a certal'i
Miss Delia Carson Is "the most beautiful woman" In the
The remarkable and interesting discovWindy City:
ery was made through the coupon method, of course
Incidentally, Miss Carson wins a prize of several hundred dollars, as direct compensation, and her testimonial also appears along with a certain hair restorer anl
She has been tremendously advera beauty cream.
tised, and, if she shrewdly avails herself of the same,
she may make considerable very easy money. In fae.
she may land on the stage ultimately. At the time of
her "discovery" she was a modest shop girl, living In a
wholesome and healthy atmosphere.
Taking note, doubtless, of the great Buccess of the
Chicago paper, a Louisville paper has set about seeking, by the same old, reliable coupon method, the "three
most beautiful women in Kentucky." Of course. Ken
HARRIMWS IDEAS OF THE
tucky is famed for its beautiful, refined and gentle woone
to
contest
the
limit
to
do
men; bo it would not
WAY TO MANAGE RAILROADS
One beautiful Kentucky woman Is such a commonplace
affair! It takes at least three In a bunch to make the
surrounding multitudes sit up and take notice. So tht
Mr. Harriman. confesses that if he were able to
old Blue Grass state is to be ransacked from cellar t? do bo, and if he were not afraid the government would
anigarret, so to speak, for the three specimens of
intervene to prevent he would take over the Santa Fe,
mated female loveliness as aforesaid.
thrt .Northern- - Pacific, and the Great Northern, and after
completing his"'' conquest of the transportation Interests
SLAUGHTER ON RAILWAYS
on the Pacific coast, would proceed to the subjugation
WHh a record of nearly 400 persons killed in rail- of the eastern transportation territory. Questioned by
way! wrecks during the past six months, and about 453 members of the interstate commerce commission, Mr.
injured, the public Is asking whether the railway com- Harriman could see nothing in this truly Napoleonic
missioners of the several states and the interstate com- programme that ought to bo restrained by the law. His
merce commission can not Intervene to stop the slaugh- view wrs that railway managers ought to be allowed to
use the capital and surplus of their roads in the acquisi
ter.
It Is noticeable, says the El Paso News, that th"S tion of other lines "under proper regulation." He favor
worst wrecks occur when rounding curves and with ed a law permitting the combination of railroads under
The conclusion the supervision of the commission, and also permitting
trains moving at very high speed.
forced upon the men in the street is simply that th3 theih to make permanent rate agreements In order to
structures are not strong enough to withstand trains of reduce the cost of operation. He was not sure whether
the commission ought to be empowered to regulate the
the present heavy weight and moving at great speed.
In this connection it is surely disquieting to be told issue of railway securities. He thought such a power
by a practical railway man like the vice president of might lead to complications, which It surely would
the Burlington road that "trains are being run today on. complications for the buccaneers of railroad finance.
What figure la the public supposed to cut in these
practically every road In this country faster than th
Very
operating officials In charge consider wise or prudent." outlines of a Napoleonic railroad programme?
If the traveling public Is such a fool that It demands little. One of the commissioners asked him where he
dangerous speed and the railways are competing to sup- would fix the limit of dividends on a railroad's capitalization. "One hundred per cent, if you like," said Mr.
ply it, then It Is time for a higher authority to
Harriman, "as long as It is properly conduoted and gives
proper facilities for the proper transportation of its
Ilegarding the large Italian population of Ilhode business, and no higher rate than is relatively charged
Island, w hich has rapidly Increased during the past ten by any other railroad. What are you going to do with
years, the Providence Journal of that state says: "Like earnings, anyway? Are you going to donate them to
the government?"
It was suggested that the shippers
other Immigrants, the Italians had to contend at first might
be permitted to keep some of the earnings. Mr.
with more or less suspicion and dislike. But practically
everyone admits, upon closer acquaintance with them, Harriman, however, didn't think it made any differthat they are making good citizens. They are indus- ence to the shippers as long as they got the same rates
trious, frugal and enterprising, and they add materially on all the roads.
We now see clearly enough what the Harriman
by their labors to the prosperity of any community in
Idea
of railway management is. It includes high rates
foregoing,
cn
Commenting
the
l"'
which they settle."
by railway combinations nnd agreements
Leavenworth Times says: "Leavenworth can Join with maintained
many other cities and villages in offering similar testi- In other words, by railway monopoly; Increased stock
issues based on earning capacity, nnd consequently more
mony. The Italians here have proved worthy and
melons to cut. It excludes the use of surplus revenues
resimore
Italian
Albuquerque
ho
citizens."
either In betterments or in reducing the cost of serdents than it has residents of any other foreign nation- vice to
the public. It ignores the public functions of
ality, and The Citizen can emphatically confirm what
a railway corporation, and seems to regard the earnhe papers uoted have Bald.
ings of a railroad as a purely privato concern. Prlml- ive conceptions are these of the duties of a common
ilActually there seems to be some people who are
and of the obligations of a railway manager to
logical enough to believe thut all men In public life aro carrier
country, easily purchasable an l the public. The necessity of governmental regulation
thieves, enemies of the-lof railways could not be more strongly presented than
In all ways totally depraved. A man may have lived if it lnis been by Mr. I
larriman's cynical dissertation on
Hf-a community many years, may have from early
how to run the railroads ill the interest nf Wall street
held the respe t of his associates, may have been uppeculators. Washington tl. C.) Herald.
right as well as bueeesf ul In business, uiul limy havj
possesInvested in the community his entire worldly
IOOXXVXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOOOI
sions; but let him become active in politics, either as on $
LINCOLN'S LAW METHODS
aspirant for olllce or as a leader in Ills party's efforts
for success, und at once sune one will besin to uccu.se g
MADE HIM HONEST ABE
him of everything whic h is ilo and destc stable. Suc h
things should not be, but tin y are. and they very mark- tXXX)XIO0X3OCKXX0X)XXXXXXX)OOQ
edly show the frailly of human nature- in Its suscepti"The l.iwver whose honcstv is proved has the
bility to envy. Jealou.-- y und malice.
licleni e of tile Judge! and jury," asserts Justice Brewer
in the Atlantic Monthly.
To illustrate ills meaning he
On page two of this issues The Citizen publishes a tells this story of Abraham Lincoln:
letter from a former New Mexican, but now of Los An
lie was appointed to defend one charged with
geles, Cal., to which the attention of readers of this murder. The crime was a brutal one; the evidence enThe letter treats of two tirely circunisi.eiitial; the accused a stranger.
paper is especially directed.
Feeling
matters of interest to the people of this te rritory and was high und against the friendless defendant. On the
to
writer
which
repay
article
the
perusal.
The
will
trial Lincoln drew fruni the witness full statements of
makes reference will be found In the column adjolnln
what they saw and knew. There was no effort to conthis one.
fuse; no attempt to place before tho Jury the facts
other than they were. In the argument, after calling
tditor and manager attention to the fact that there was no direct testimony,
Copper Kra. W. A.
of the Kra the past few years, recently left Clifton fo- Lincoln re.' Ii. vc ..,1 t A n rpl niMl ji nnea nti.l tittfr nitieiail .
After looking ove ini? that this ami that seemed to point to the defendant's
Kly. New. on a prospecting trip.
the new mining camp, he has decided to accept thJ guilt, losed by saying that he had rellected much on
management of the leading newspaper of Kly, nnd wll! the case, and while it seemed probable that defendant
Mr. Leonard Is a good news
was guilty hwas not sure, and, looking tho Jury
locale there temporarily.
paper man and has many friend In Clifton and through- straight In tin- face, said: "Are you?" The defendant
out the territory who regret to learn of his tempora'y was acquitted, and afterward the real criminal was deabsence. During hi absence the Kra will be managed tected ami punished. How different would have been
by Mr. I lanenhaue r, w ho has been connected with th" the comlue l of many lawyers! Some would have striven
to lead the Judge into technical errors with tt view to
company the past six years.
an appeal to a higher court.
others would have bed
lltsht for city come hoarse in de nunciation of witnesses, decrying the
Kl Paso will have a
The lack of positive testimony and the marvelous virtue of
officials, there being three tickets In the Held.
primary election tomorrow will determine practically a reasonable doubt. The simple, straightforward way
of Lincoln, burked by the confidence of the Jury, won.
which ticket will be ejreted.
d,
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(Contlnutd from Page One.)
Ituppe occupies a mighty lonesome
position on the floor of the house.
Following rent the
of
the session of yesterday not given In
eiea anernoon edition of the
Citizen:
Thirtieth Day Afternoon Session.
The house was culled to order uur- suant to ndiournment bv Sneaker
Baca at 2:30 p. m. The chaplain offered the Invocation and the rhlef
clerk read the roll all answering present except Mr. Lucero y Montoya, absent owing to illness. Upon motion
seconded and carried, the Journal
wns approved without readlnir. Mr.
Holt was given unanimous consent to
Introduce house Joint resolution Nd.
8, providing for a Joint session of the
house and council Wednesday afternoon at 2 p. m. In the hall of the
house to near a speech by a representative of the committee havlnir in
charge the Alaska-Yuko- n
nnd Pacific
exposition to be held at Seattle. The
resolution was read in full an- - upon
motion of Mr. Holt It was adopted
by the house by a viva voce vote.
The committee on territorial af
fairs, Mr. Padilla chairman, reported
favorably on house bill No. 113. an
act relative to sprinkling of streets in
unincorporated
towns unci assessing
the cost against property owners.
on county and coun
committee
ine
ty lines, Mr. Studley chairman, re
ported favorably houso bill No. 61. an
act to change the boundary of me
county of Quay to Include portions
of Union and San Miguel counties.
The following bills were introduced;
House bill No. 170 by Mr. Haca
an act to regulate the practice of
medicine In rfew Mexico.
The bill
was read the first nnd second time
and ordered translated, printed and
referred to tho committee on territorial affairs.
House bill No. 171 by Mr. Baca
an act to amend chapter 61 of the
laws of 1903 relative to the granting
of certain tracts of land in Santa Fe
to the Woman's Hoard of Trade for
library purposes. The bill was read
the first und seconu time by title and
ordered translated, printed nnd referred to the committee on Judiciary.
Houso bill No. 172 by Mr. Haca
an act authorizing the requesting of
66 delegates to the constitutional con.
veniion to meet In convention and
draft a constitution for the state of
New Mexico.
The bill was read the
first and second time by title and ordered translated, printed nnd referred to the commltte on Judiciary.
House bill No. 173 by Mr. Abbott
of Santa Fe an net to create an
armory board and providing for the
building of an armory at Las Cruces,
Santa Fe, etc. The bill was rend the
first and second time by title nnd
ordered translated, printed and referred to the committee on Juiliclary.
House resolution No. 11 was Introduced by Mr. Haca an act relating
to Spanish nnd Mexlcnn
archives.
The resolution was read In full nnd
referred to the committee on Judiciary.
Camo Up on Third Heading.
House bill No. 113
un net relative to the sprinkling of streets and
assessing the cost against owners of
property abutting. The report of the
committee on territorial uffulrs was
read and upon motion seconded and
carried; the report was adopted. The
committee recommended un amendment making the act effective April
1 Instead of March 1.
Upon motion
of Mr. Betch the amendment was
adopted by vjva voce vote of the
house. Upon motion of Mr.' Trujillo,
the bill waa then read the third time
In full and passed the house by viva
voce vote.
House Wll No. 41 nn act to change
the boundaries of Quay county so
as to Include portions of Union and
San Miguel counties. The report of
tho committee on county and county
lines was adopted upon motion by
Mr. Gallegos by a viva voce vote.
Two amendments were recommended.
one fixing the boundaries of Quay
county more definitely nnd the other
to include a portion of Union county. Upon morion seconded and carried, the house adopted the amendments. Mr. Gallegos spoke favoring
the bill nnd stated that he had re
ceived petitions from residents of San
Miguel county favoring Its passage.
Mr. Sanches, of San Miguel county.
asked Mr. Gallegos to show the pe
tition. TblB Mr. Gallegos did. Mr.
Sanches placed himself on record in
opposition to the bill in a speech but
did not work against It otherwise.
The bill upon motion of Mr. Gallegos,
then passed the house by viva voce
vote.
Message IVom the Council.
Chief Clerk Martin of the council
announced that the council had pass
ed house bill No. 69 an act relative to Issuance of warrants on infor
mation or belief. House bill No. 35
an act relative to the sale of Intoxicating! liquors on trains.
Councl
Joint resolution No. 6 an act relamemorial.
tive to the Coronado
Council bill No. 60 an act relative
poses.
69
No.
an aot
Council bill
relative to the practice of dentistry.
Council bill No. 63 nn act extending the present laws relative to municipal Improvements.
Mr. Holt was called to the chair
during a temporary absence of the
speaker.
Mr. Iteaeh made a motion that as
house bill No. 152 by Mr. Holt was
so long that it would take a week to
translate it. the rules he suspended
unci house bill No. 152 bo considered
translated.
The motion prevailed.
This is a bill relative to commercial
feeding stuffs.
No. 6
Council Joint resolution
memorial
relative to the Coronado
was read the flint nnd second time
by title ami referred to the committee
on timince.
The following bills reported ns
having passed the council and which
are given above In full were read i.e
first and .second times by title and
re felled to t lie following committees:
'ouiicil lull No. fell committee cm
Judiciary; council bill Ne. 62, terri-tierlali'.iiis; council bill Nee. 6:1 com
mittee on Judiciary; council bill No.
69. committee on territorial affairs.
a meeting of
Mr. Holt nnonuni-etlie tin. nice committee to consider the-:- i
A
eepi ialion hill at 7:30 p. m.
meeting of the committee on ccunty
and -county lines was called to take
place- at once to consider the bill feir
the creation of Pyramlil county out
of a portion of (.rant county. The
eommliice on territorial affairs and
the committee on roads and high
ways weie noetilied to meet at 9:30
a. in.. Wednesday, and 10-- 0 a. m.
The hous
Weelnesdav, respectively.
the n adjoiirneil until the following
afternoon at 2 p. ni.
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STRONG
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Preildent

BLOCK

I
T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Maoirer

Line of:

in Albuquerque
See Ours

flflclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.
who exchanged shots with the would-b- e
robber, testified that he recognised
Fischer as the man who entered tho
place with the drawn revolver and
ordered his to throw up his hands.
The hat with paint on it which was
lost by the intruder In his haste to
escape through a rear door was produced before the magistrate.
It fit
Fischer, who was unable to give any
connected statement about where hs
was on the night the attempted holdup occurred.
GILMAX

HKPOltTS NEW
H1CVCLE

MISSING.
D. A. Gilmau, collector for the Im
perial laundry on Sliver avenue, nasi
notified the police that his new bike!
Is missing.
The police are inclined
to believe, from the circumstances
surrounding its disappearance,
that
thet wheel was stolen.
Gilman says he left the machine
standing In front of the laundry for
a short time about 7 oclock last
night, and when he went to ride away
the wheel was missing.
The bicycle is an A. F. Shaplelgh
Hardware Co. Special.
The fram-number Is 259,01.
The frame is'
blue, while the rims are of the same '
color, with a red stripe In the center.
Special to The Kvening Citizen.

J. D. Eakla, President.
O. Oloml, Vice President.

gcrUry

ChiB. Mellnl,
O. Bachechl. TreMirer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
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MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WHOLCBALK
IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W ktip
tvrythlng la Hock to outfit tbo
atett fastidious bar eomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agent In the eSouthwcet for Joes, ft.
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and St Louie A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone.
Green River, W. H. McBrayor'a Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and otiier atandard brands of whiskies to numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But tell the straight article as received by na from the beat Merles.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. calj and lnsseet omr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated CaUlorue and Price Ust
Issued to dealers only.

Humphrey

V.M.

IlAIf jIIOAD'S
XEW WAGE ADVANCE
Philadelphia, Mar. 6. The board
of directors
of the Pennsylvania
lines have authorized an adjustment
of the wnge scale of station employes
east of Pittsburg and Erie, which
means an Increase of 13.5 per cent
n the wages of about one-haof the
station employes dated from the first
present month. The total
of the
number of men effected is 5,471.
Their total present pay per month
y
amounts to $275,562. They will
a monthly increase footing up to
U7.228.
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HEAT w th the
Whole of it.
COOK with
Half of it
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Simple,

W I EE AN I 1IEU IAWEIC.
Indlnnnpolis, March fi. Mrs. Pred
Schowmeyer and William Gill die!
today from bullet wounds Inflicted by
ehe woman s husband at Hen Davis.
Schowmeyer had Btarted from home,
for Indianapolis, but missed his car
md returned home. Looking through
a window he saw his wife and Gill
piiwi live iimi.
ii'Hriiiri,
will
Schowmeyer
nd the woman once.
states that his home hud been ruined
The men for years had been cloie
friends.

Cheap,
Economical.
The Albuquerque

t

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
Comer

ELKS OPERA HOUSE
THURSDAY.

MAHARA 'S
(I

KL

CARNIVAL

OF BOND

Second Part
O-Ut-

sec-ono-

ct

Fourth and
Avenue

Phone Red 98

COAL

rnray. 'Mimiwsn rmatmm
LUMP
BEST CLARKV1LLE
$6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$8 50
PER TON

(

WOOD

BAT

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
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add to their health, length of life- : I illli h's
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The Citizen Print Shop It
where you can get the most for
EEE S II
your money. We print every. 1 TON'S
VK
V thing but greenbacke and poet
it age stamps.
V
If you w
Either phone.
try an Eve
50c, 75c, Hud $1.00

Susie's Band

Pete Zlto, bartender at the saloon., Price

Gold

7

MARCH

,

.

Itltb tbo Sbooa of Cows

For the

.IPO HECOGXI7.es HIM AS oliio of pleasing Viiiiilovlllo Specialties
M AX WHO .VITI 'M PI'Ell TO
HOIJ VP SALOON.
Acrobats, Musical Acts, Marches,
Kong lilts. Latest
Musical
John Fischer, arrested Monday
NiiiiiImts, Ooarlets,
Chorusnight by the police on suspicion of
es by l4ily Members, Electrical
being the person who attempted to
d
noiu up the New lorn saioon on
street, was given a preliminary
Judge iruig mis ail
Hearing
Musical
H
was bound over to await Concluding wllh the one-aeriiiion.
Comedy,
the action of the grand Jury and upon
failure to secure surety for ju0, the
amount nf the bond named by Judge
Craig, he was remanded to the coun
.

Rag

SOLOMON LUNA.

PETE

ty Jail.

nin I
IIyLiiI
Jk

F. H. STRONG,

Grand I lcvalcil Elrst lurt. Comedians, Danevrs. Singers, Combined
illi Ijitly Chorus.

IN

jLJlLil

1907.

can be seen In our stock of real antique Turkish rugs. But "there are
others," rich in color and -- eautlful
In design, in our exquisite stock of
Persian, Bohkara, Daghestan, in our
llnee of riental rugs, and we have
many beautiful domestic rugs in Wilton. Axmlnster and In the cheaper Ingrain art squares that we are selling
at wonderfully low prices.

i

FISCHER JAILED

1

,

Becau.e we have the prettiest line of Axministers, Wiltons, Velvets and Brussels in
me territory.
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RUGS LAST WEEK?
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W. T. MeCllEItiHT,
Business Manager.
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TO APPEAR

Mill

Farmers Picnic at Van Pat End Came at 7:30 O'clock-BaptiLose Able
ten's Ranch Students ArSpecial Correcpondenre.
Mesllla Park, N. M., Mnr. 5. The
annual Is causing great enthusiasm among ithe students of late.
It is being boomed by everybody and tnlngs neem favorable for
a great success. The staff Is preparing (he written matter as font as possible and engaging all the help possible from students outside the staff.
Pictures are being taken as fasv ns
the photographer can do the work
which will require at least two weeks
longer. The publication will contain
ne hundred and fifty pages making
It the largest publication of the kind
in the southwest.
Eight or ten couples went out to
Van Patten's last Saturday, March 2,
for a picnic. The weather was fine
making the crowd more the merrier.
We climbed hill and dale but still we
were not ready to start for home
when the time rolled around. Though
when once started we drove fast and
arrived at the girls' dormitory shortly after 9 o'clock happy and gay, yet
ready for the beds which awaited us.
The members of the Columbian
literary society will give a "carnival"
nt the Agricultural hall on the 8th
and 9th of March, the proceeds of
which will go to 4he "Collegian," the
college paper, which is published by
the society. They are organized under the name of "Columbian Carnival Company," and have advertised
Mexican supper, candy booth, cane
ringing, vaudeville, shoes, and have
even gone so far as to have clowns
Imported for the occasion. At the
beginning there will be a parade and
at the enu a grand dance. Preparations are already being made for
1he coining event.

MARKETS

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
New York Stocks.
Aran Sugar
Amal Copper
Amn Smelters
Amn Car Foundry
Atchison Com
Anaconda ....7..'
Amn
H.

126
106

135

42
95

69

Loco

,

0

70V4

107

1. U. T
Can Pacific.
Colo Fuel

68
177
41
14
33

C G. W
I). & H. G
Erie Com

V4

.

Mo Pacific
Mex Central

Nat Lead
N. Y. C
Norfolk
O. & W
Pennsylvania.
Reading Com
H. I. Com
So Pacific
So Railway
St. Paul
Tenn Coal
Union Pacific

: . : . .

,.

77
22
64
122
81
41

y4

,,.126

124
23
86
24
143
144
166
42
102
28
20

U. S. S. Com

V. S. S. pfd
Greene Con
Shannon
C. & A

175

Dominion
Copper Range
North Butte
Hutte Coul
May Wheat
May Cotton
Old
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should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings. Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

Metal Crib
These come in white and vernia martin.

The members of the coiiffreffAtton
of the First Paptist church, corner
vi uroaaway and Lead avenue, were
little less than nonplussed this morning when the news spread about the
city that Rev. J. W. T. McNIel had
died very suddenly at his rooming
nouse, 623 East Railroad avenue.
The shock was all the more severe
because of the fact that the deceased
had been In his usual health up to
the time of retiring last night, when
he held an audience with F. W.
Spencer and Rev. N. W. Alger, deacons of the church. What took place
at this meeting was of considerable
moment to Rev. McNeil, and it is
said that he became considerably excited in the discussion.
The first Indication of his critical
condition came at about 7:10 o'clock
this morning, when the occupant t.f
a room Just across the hall from Mi--.
McNeil's room heard him calling for
help.
The man hastened to tne
bedside of the sick man, and, seeing
that he was suffering from a severe
attack of some nature, he summoned
others in the house, and before medical assistance could be summoned he
was dead.
The persons at the rooming houo
who were with him at the last minutes said it seemed that he choked to
death, but City Physician Cams pronounced the attack hemorrhage of
the lungs.
Rev. McNeil came to Albuquerque
three years ago, having received a
call to the pastorate of the Baptist
church, Just after he had graduated
from the Chicago university, Chicago,
111.
He had been In the ministry for
the last fourteen years, with the exception of the time he spent at the
university.
He was a native of Virginia, having been born in that state
In October, 1873.
He entered the
ministry at the age of nineteen years,
and before entering the Chicago university had held charges in his native state, at Washington, 1). C, and
In Illinois.
Luring his three years' pastorate in
this city Rev. McNeil formed a wide
acquaintance and all who knew him
held him in the highest esteem. H
was a forceful speaker and his personality was such as to command the
respect of everybody.
A. Borders was called
to take
charge of the body, and it was removed to his undertaking parlors on
Gold avenue, where it will remain
until word has been received from his
falser, Thomas J. McNeil, who lives
about five miles from Wirt, Va.
Mr. Borders wired the parent ea-l- y
this morning, but owing to the fact
that he lives several miles from a
telegraph station, it was feared that
an answer could not be had before
some time tonight.
It is probabl
that the remains will be sent to Virginia for Interment.
Of Noble Character.
A "brother minister pays the following tribute to the deceased:
. The sudden and totally unexpected
deuth this morning of Rev. J. W. T.
McNeil, pastor of the Baptist church
of this city, takes from our midst one
of the noblest men it has ever been
our good fortune to meet.
He possessed to a remarkable degree that
rare combination of qualities thit
gifted
constitute the exceptionally
and beautifully rounded character.
As a man he was forceful, yet gentle, of the most exacting Integrity In
regard to his own conduct, yet
and charitable to a remarkable
degree with the faults of others. He
was a man whom men udmlred, respected and loved
As a minister he was exceptionally
gifted,
unusually Intellectual
and
and of a kindly sympathy not only for the people of his
own congregation, but for all whom
he knew, und especially for those
whom he could help. If it was In
any way known to him that a klnl-nes- s
was needed, It was offered
and In a way that made the
recipient feel that he was giving a
pleasure In accepting It.
Among all
who knew him there Is one universal
feelinlg of deep, personal loss.
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completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.
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Come in and see them on out floor.

ALBERT FA BUR'S
... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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Puts System Into Your Business
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"UNLOADED"

GUN
Large Crowd is Attracted by
Auto Climbing Telegraph Pole.
Polling Places Bonds Will be
Liver and Bowels Preforated:
Payable in Thirty
Wounded Man's Life
H. M. Allison, the locomotive engineer, ls very much opposed to autoYears.
Hangs In Balance.
mobiles.
He can make a worn-o--

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

oooox)oooooooo

Chas. L. Keppeler

ut

(City OnliiiniKv No. a..)
An ordinance authorizing an election to be held on the third Tuesday
of April, 1907, to vote upon the proposition of Issuing thirty thousa id
($30,000) dollars' worth of bonds for
the purpose of erecting and building
a city building in Albuquerque, N. M.
Whereas, In the opinion of the city
council of the city of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, it is necessary to erect
and build a city building; and.
Whereas, The estimated cost if
said city building is thirty thousand
(30.000) dollars; and,
Whereas, The city of Albuquerque.
New Mexico, ls a chartered municipal
corporation of the territory of New
Mexico, having a bona fide population
of not less than ten thousand
persons;
Now .therefore, bo It ordained by
city
council of the city of Albuthe
querque, New Mexico:
Section 1. That under and by virtue of the provisions of an act of the
congress of the United States, entitled, "An Act to amend an Act lo
prohibit the passage of special or local laws in the territories, to limit
territorial Indebtedness,
so
and
forth." approved June 6, 1900, the
question of authorizing the Issuance
of thirty thousand (30,000) dolia.-of bonds of suld city to pay the cojt
of erecting and building a city building, be submitted
to the qualified
electors of said city who are tho
owners of real estate or persoial
property subject to taxation within
said city, at an election to be held on
Tuesday, April 16th, 1907.
Section 2. That said bonds pr
to be Issued shall be in the denominations of one thousand ($1,000)
dollars each, numbered from 1 to 30,
Inclusive, shall bear interest al a rate
not to exceed 4 V4 per cent, per annum, payable
on '.he
first days of July and January In each
year during their life, and payable at
the option of the city after twenty
years from the date of their issuance,
and absolutely payable thirty years
after the date of their issuance.
Section 3. That such election shall
be held between the hours
of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m. of
said April 16th, 1907, and at the following polling places In said city,
(10,-Ofl-

s

semi-annual-

"hog' 'engine pull the full tonnage of
a Santa Fe local freight train, and ne
proved this morning that he could
make an automobile climb a telegraph pole, but ne couldn't make tha
machine keep the middle of the road.
The pole climbing stunt was pulled
oft in front of the Diamond Palace
and the Palace saloon, on Railroad
avenue.
The machine may have
wanted to go to the saloon, or it may
have taken a fancy to the sparklers
In the window of the Jewelry store,
tieorge Everltt, of the latter place,
said that he thought that it was coming right in.
Mr. Allison had been up on the
Highlands and had managed steering the car down Into the city, but
It became contrary in front of Simon
Sterns' clothing store. It would not
go straight ahead.
Mr. Allison didn't want to go fast,
but he wanted to keep going, and
forgetting that he wasn't pulling the
s,
throttle of the big 1600 balance
threw the lever over, as If
he was about to make a grade.
Thl
machine shot ahead, but It didn't go
straight forward.
There were no
rails to guide It.
In pulling on the
steam, the engineer forgot the stear-ln- g
gear and the machine, took a tangent at a right angle from the direction in which it had been traveling,
with a telegraph pole as a terminal.
Constable James Smith happened
along Just as the auto was making a
second strenuous attempt to climb the
pole, and Informed Mr. Allison that
there was a city ordinance prohibiting the climbing of poles.
The auto
suffered a broken lump. A large
crowd was attracted by the unusual
scene.
coin-pound-
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WANT CANAL BUILT

RIGHTAWAY
Cotton

City Correspondent
Says This Is a Good Country For the Poor.
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New and Second Hand
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FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-In- g
and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. itf.
Where to Dtne Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

life.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

ALBUQUERQUE'S GREAT
MUSICAL AGGREGATION
Mil--

:

Ll.MllKK

i:.ci:lls
tub

COMPANY

all othkrs

sorrmvKsT.

Furniture Repaired,

C.

Under"

...

voy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tho telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

telephone
Tho
preserves)
your health, prolongs your Rf
and protects tout home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IX YOTJR IIOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
vtewa or
Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

Alvarado,

Borradaile
117 W.

&

Co.

Gold Ave.

b.--

Butter Nut Bread
Better Than Ever

4K40COCO4OC04
)

1

1

A.

1 1

1. 1
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Jicr Hall l'lace of Recreation.
First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
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wound, and, while he remains con
there is but little hope of Ills
recovery.
Carcla ls another victim of a gun
that "wasn't
loaded."
He was
brought In from Thoreau on No. 8
last night.
At Thoreau, Garcia ha I
neen working for the Horabln-M- c
(laffey company, and yesterday while
off duty he was in company with two
friends, one of whom was explaining
retne mechanism of a
volver.
The gun was In the han Is
of a young man named Chavez, and
was thought unloaded, which how
ever, proved to be a mistake. It was
accidentally discharged and (larcla
received the bullet.
It struck him
In the right side, pierced the liver and
bowels and came out through (toe
pack.
Immediately after the accident the
McUaffey company wired City Physi
cian Carns and asked him to meet
No. 8 end care for the wounded man.
Dr. Carns met the train and took the
man to St. Joseph's hospital, where
the wound was dressed and where
the youg man still lies fighting for
sclous,

Special Correspondence.
Algodones, N. M., March 3. Beautiful weather, with scare ly any frost.
Fruit trees will be In bloom within
a week, and alfalfa fields are greon
and pasture for stock 1; nood.
This
would certainly be a good climate
and country for the poor people, who
are freezing In the east, to migrate to.
All kinds of stock has passed the
winter well and will con e out In the
spring sleek and fat.
The Santa Fe
has fenced In Its right d way, w hi h
Is a great relief to lot al owners i f
stock, as the rompai.y never pa.-more than about half i!ue for animals killed.
The farm-r- s are very
anxious that the Rio '.rande Land,
Irrigation & Improve!!. t compary
hurry up and build the j inned canai.
All of them will licrn t. iking water
the moment the canal - "pen, as they
$J00 KLWARD.
believe that it will iosi
than tho
keeping up of a
of accqulas,
Is offered for tho capture of
Your corand bring better result'.
Pettlne, the murderer of Dene-dett- o
respondent lias been ii formed that
Berardinelli. Crime was comthe report circulated I'm it the building occupied by the l.- ualillo Mer- mitted In Albuquerque Monday, Febn
sold is ruary 4.
cantile company had
C. A. and C. GP.ANDE.
false.

5.

1

years and

x,

6',

6;
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a resident or tiuam, lies at St. Joseph's hospital in a critical condition
His adbomen Is pierced with a bullet

The American Lumber Company
band Is an institution Albuquerque is
proud or. it now numbers twenty-si- x
members and four more are coming. This membership makes It the
largest band In the southwest, but
what is much better it Is also by all
odds the best. Kaeh member is a
specialist and an artist of great
ability, and of the present twenty-sitwenty-tw- o
Many of
are soloists.
them have an European experience
and reputation.
The band possesses $750 worth of
music, than which but four bands in
this country possess a larger album.
They also have a band uniform which
cost $450.
On Friday evening, In the Klks opera house, this band will give its first
grund concert, in which every number In the program will be of the
very best In classic, refined, dlscrlp-tlv- e
or popular music. Among the
soloists on that occasion will be Mrs.
Silbernagle, soprano; R. W. Reynolds,
manager, baritone; Prof. Dl Mauro,
long time favorite,
Albuquerque's
violinist; F. K. Kills, director, trombonist.
Governor Hagcrnian has promised
to be present if legislative business
shall not Intervene to keep him away.
Tho Citizen would say that Albuquerque owes It to herself, and to Indicate her appreciation
of having
such a band and such a lumber company, to give a crowded audience on
Friday evening, but such on nrgu-iiu-would be altogether superfluous,
of course, the opera house will be
crowded to the Very doors.

t:
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Tlnioteo (larcla, aged

you pay all bills by check, your business is record
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt, Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
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Summary of Conditions.
New
V'ork,
Mar. 6. American
slocks In London firmer,
to 1 ier
cent above pnrlty.
Public utilities bill abolishing railroad, gas and rapid transit commissions to be introduced In Albany today.
Hill roads concede 11 per cent advance In wages anticipating action of
trainmen and conductors' unions.
Reading In no need of money and
therefore contemplates no new financing.
Extent of assistance from Aldrlch BOYS NARROWLY
PE
bill depends on the policy of Secretary Cortelyou.
Change In present practice will
DEATH IN PIPE
necessitate large Increase In number
of depository banks.
London does not expect any rein ( lt
duction In bank rate tomorrow
l,i:i
IX, lll'T V Ol l.llN T
view of weakness of American exFirst Ward City hall.
Tl UN AKOISII TO CRAWL
change
Ward Otllee
of Chis.
Second
OUT AGAIN.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Oltlce of Justice of
Kansas City Livestock.
Several boys, as boys will, crawlod
Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 6. Cattle into a section of the new waterworks Peace tleorge Craig, r"uuth Third
street.
receipts 9,000, including 400 south- pipe line
near Weston, Monday, headerns.
steady.
Fourth Ward At No. 118 North
Market
Southern
penetrating the conduit for a Third
steers $3.25 til 5.25 ; southern cows $3 first,
street.
considerable distance, says the Trinij'S.76; Ptockers and feeders I3.75S? dad
Section 4. That the forms of the
Advertiser.
5.26; bulls $3i'4.25; calves $3.50iD
to be voted at said election
ballots
When they wanted to come 'iut
7.60; western
fed steers $4$f5.90; again
shall be "For Issuance of bonds for
they
dismay
to
found
their
that
western fed cows J3r 4.50.
Building." and "Against Issuance
could not turn around in ih? City
Sheep receipts
8,000.
Market they
bonds for City Building."
fifteen-inc- h
pipe, and so
had to of Section
r..
steady. Muttons ntfi5.75: lambs $7 emerge
That the mayor be ani
in painful and tedious fashion
67.40; range wethers ib.iU'ti ti.iiii; feet foremost,
he is hereby authorized and directed
sevprocess
taking
the
fed ewes $4,500) 5.30.
to issue a proclamation and notice of
eral hours.
such elecDuring the time the boys were In- time and places of holding
Omaha Livestock.
tion in accordance with the provisthe long stretch of pipe, work- ions
ordinance,
Omaha, Neb., Mar. 6. Cattle re- side
and
of
that the
this
men on the Job started to seal up :he same be published for at least
thirty
ceipts 5,500. Market steady. Cows end
boys und entered,
a
with
the
$2.50(i' 4.5u;
and heifers
western
The Albuquerque Daily
cap of iron. Hearing a rhyl.l-mi- e days in newspaper
general
circulasteers $.325 55.25; Texas steers $3TD screwsound
of
the pipe the workm.-- tion, apublished in said city, and the
4. 2D; cows
and heifers $2.254.25; Investigated inbefore
linully placing the
runners $ J fi 43.00; Miockers and feed- iron
of such notice to bo
cup in position, with the result first publication thirty
ers $2.KOfti.4.x5;
6.50;
calves
days uetore tnu
$3i
h
fouli.-boys'
were made at least
lives
that the
1'JU7.
bulls $2.75Ci 4.25.
aid April llllll.
Sheep
receipts
fi.000.
day of March,
Market saved.
lm'.y
parsed
4th
this
Had the boys been at the far tnjj a.
stronger. Yearlings $ 5.T' 5 ru 4( ewes
;.
i
w lien the ia;
v
i.
pipe,
of
line
the
u
7.2.",.
lainljs
$6.50 ',
$4'u5.4u:
about to be placed liny wou.d i , Appi OV d
FKANK McKEI-:noticed, und would aiino
C'lilrugo Livestock.
hae been been
Mayor.
or
starved
inevitably
cither
Chicago, Mar. 6. Ca.uk- receipts
.u--- t:
parent.-frantic
their
while
stronger
20,000 . Market
to ten
11
Klt V F. i.i:i:,
lleeves $4.20 'a 6. HO ; were searching the nelg hboi hood f r
rents higher.
City Clerk.
Not until the water from
and heifers $ 1.75 Ti 5.25; stack- a clue.
ers and feeders $ 2.75 fi 5. ; 00 Texans North lake had been turned on if it
ever Is would their little distort J longfelToFenteTtain-iuien$4ff4.75; calves $67.50.
IS, 000.
Sheep receipts
Market bodies have been found, L'ocking Ui
steady to strong. Sheep $3.75 115.65; How of water to city consumers.
As it is, the boys were discovered
lambs $1.85 4)' 7. 60.
in the very nick of time, and have
big
just cause today to be thankful .'or
Produce Market.
of
tin
Chicago, Mareli 6. Wheat. May, their pi esei vlaion from one
July 77 ti ; coi n, May most auful forms of death.
76". 'fi
4
July 46': oats, May 417(,Ti42,
Success ill every sense of the word
.17;
pork. lluv $16.30,
attended the elf oris of the CongregaJu!v 36 7
ST. VALENTINE
July $16.50; lard. May $9.20 '.i $9.22
tional church In its Longfellow enJuly $9.65; ribs. May $9.o5, July
tertainment at the church last nlguL
(Mi
Allrrne Kit'lrr,)
A largo audience witnessed the exertin the Occident.)
program,
cises and saw the two-paAt last the people grew ushanied
Metal Market.
as printed in Tho Evening Citizen,
Of the bishops cruel fate;
111
full.
out
New York, March 6. Lead o,uiet, They
carried
made the kind old man a. saint,
Instrumental and vocal solos and
$iiti6.30; copper firm. $25.25 11 25.50;
Ills birthday they mudu great.
duels made up a good part of the
silver 6ST.
program,
were enough
Money Mr
but there
They sent sweet messages of love
selections by the quartette and readon
New York, M.irci
His thought to imitate.
ings to add diversion and make the
prime
call, tlrm
iper And that is why we send them yet, evening
all tho more pleasant.
;,
(,i 6.
His love to commemorate.
Those who had parts on the proALLUKNU
KKKI.Elt, '10.
gram were Miss Keith, Miss Bearrup,
St. IOiils
Mrs. S. B. Miller, Mrs. Silbernagle,
.i ly
t. Lnuls, March t
LATE
TOO
TO
CLASSIFY.
Miss
Niven, Mr.
Mrs. Washburn,
Mild unchanged.
iould. Miss Huiitsinger, Mr. Tascher,
ptis; V. NT El
Mr.
Situation by young man; It. W. Reynolds, Mr.
The Woman's circl
good
penman,
its
itet- typewriter
and Washburn and Mrs. Raymond II.
i hurth will hold
on
social
tea
Lester.
at
Spanish.
i.
Moderate salary.
ini? and
daa . Address W , this ottiee.
llace....U in rduk
Mev- Thursday afternoon.
ppi.i:s!
i'pi.i:s i
pi'lkm; : i
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Privute board and rooms. 4S0
(1, lines Mace,
Gill. Ci
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i:
i:ii:ni:s.
North Eleventh street.
'IU entertain.
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French Bakery
202 East Railroad Ave.
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The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

BARNETT,
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Fines! Whiskies

Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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PAINT

CHICAGO LUMBER

Covers more, looks

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster. Lime. Cement.
Paint. Olass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AXD COAL AVE. ALUl'Ql'EKQt'E, M:v MEX.
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of Federation.
Paso. Texas, March 6. Slx'.y-fominers came to Kl Paso yesterday morning from the camp at JUsbee
and loft over the Mexican Central foi
r
mine at
the tireene
near Temosachlc
The men
report that the latest development In
Is an
camp
In
Hisbee
the situation
the
organization formed by the mini!
owners under the title of the "Copper
Queen Protective Association of
with the primary purpose "f
forcing their employes from the
n
ranks of the union into the
organization.
Planks for application of membership Into the owners' organization
have been distributed by the bo.-samong the men, and if they refuse to
sign up the applications they are lot
out. Yesterday was the time set 1'Jr
the complete organization of the n'V
association. According to the reporis
of the men who passed through here,
400 men will quit work rather than
give up their allegiance to the union.
This most recent turn of the affair
Is probably to be the cause of troub's
in the light as to whether Hisbee shall
n
camp.
be a union or a
Many of the union men are leaving
lather than stay and participate in
any trouble that might arise.
The miners' side of the situation Is
outlined in the foregoing, and it 's
their prediction that serious troublo
may come up at any time after tho
new organization Is put into working
HI

Norfolk. Yii.. Mar. 6. When we
in mind that the United Slates
produces annually nlmost nn much
mineral wealth n ull the rest of the
world put together, we eaii readily
of
nderstand why the department
mined and metallurgy is considered
of
the
the
Hist
branches
anions
Jamestown exposition to te held on
the shores of Hampton lioails near
Norfolk. Vn., April 2fith to November 30th Inclusive.
The board of povernors readily
recognized the pertinency of making
comprehensive exhibit of the mineral treasures of the I'nlted States
one of the chief features of the
exposition.
To them it has seemed
that the Initial development and continued prosperity of the
country depend upon Its supply of
mineral wealth more than upon that
of any other, and hence the stability, not only of the country's past development, but of Its future
must rest upon a foundation
of mineral supplies.
The supplies of coal found In the
greater than
Mtates are certainly
of any other country, with the
Use
of China, and
possible exception
when we consider that the United
produces
more
iron than any
States
country in the world, and that
other
two-thirof the world's copper
originates in this country, the enor-nxm- a
Importance of the mineral inMinerals from
will be a novelty.
dustry becomes at once apparent
The special field seleced for ex- which certain chemical compounds
purposes
lighting
exposiploitation at the Jamestown
are derived for
tion is a new commercial grouping, will be completely exploited. Efforts
comprising the water front states are being exerted to have rock drills
from Maine to Texas. In it there is represented with competitive contest
no eparatlon of the north and of this class of drills.
south, but rather a study of the mineral resources which can readily an-be OwO00000OvCv04K)4K)0
exchanged from one locality to
other by the use of railroads and
coastwlre traffics. These mineral resources are not only great in value,
comprehensive.
In
bat extremely
fact the minerals of the Atlantic
coast are sufficient in quality ana vO0O0wOOO0OOOOC
quantity to supply almost, if not all,
Mae Wood has sued Tom Piatt for
the region concerned, from gold to divorce.
You can't blame her.
petroleum.
The general display will include
Yes, who'll vindicate the Texas legexhibits of every known specimen of
machinery, islature?
minerals, ores, mining
cac, showing every phase in the protection, production and marketing of
However, the spade will be the
these products.
Panama canal trump.
building
and
materials
Structural
applies that are derived and manuSound Tluit May.
factured from mineral ores will be
"What is a speak-easyespecially emphasized, while an effort
know, unless it's a wo"I
don't
Is being made to have the building man."
and ornamental stones from the Atlantic coast states thoroughly repreNew Jersey preacher says hell
sented. These include granite, sand- Is "A
full of people who use tobacco.".
stone, limestone, slate and such deco"They don't care If the tobacco is
rative stones as serpentine, oblcular
dtorlte and leopardlte, all of which good."
will be grouped together in one seclu t Tills In Your Album.
tion of the building.
Hied Coffey, of Color, returned from
Cement and cement products. Inat Frazer yeRterday.
dance
a
materials,
raw
various
cluding the
(Ky.) Outlook.
brands of manufactured cement, concrete and cement blocks of different
Maybe that Chinaman who raised
types, also machines for making
Cbem, and lime and plaster will form un in draft to $8,000 had once been
a section hand on a Harrlman line.
a separate display. Materials made
clay, including brick, terra cot-t- a,
fromsnnd-lime
brick, etc., will be ex- Thousiimlstlcks Are Not Got It Now.
tensively exploited.
Asbestos block
Kverybody is complaining with the
with samples of the various products Grippe. Thousandsticks had a slight
that are manufactured from it, will attack and are getting out late imi
be Included in the group.
week. Hyden (Ky.) Thousandsticks.
Another Important feature will be
hardenCrime in the United States, so some
the display of iron and steel
ing metals; minerals from which they statistician figures, costs J140,000,000
a year. Sounds like one of K. H.
are derived and the various products
In the manufacture of which they Harriman's deals.
are used. Under this classification
"If John D. Rockefeller has only
will be included these metals: Manganese, nickel, chromium, tungsten, J300.000.000 he must have lost sevmolybdeum. vandlum. cobalt, uran- eral hundred millions, but where did
ium and titanium. The various ferro he lose it?" asks a Ronton paper.
and other alloys of the metals will Give It up but he didn't lose It
be represented, together with ores around us, neighbor.
from all sections of the world. The
in
"I never could see anything
demand for these metals is constantg
man.
ly Increasing and it is the Intention poetry," siUd the
to have the deposits of the country "It may be all right, but I never could
make anything out of it."
represented.
"My dear sir," declared the man
The gem and gem mineral exhibit
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MAJOR OOITHIAI.S, ARMY f.Sdi S Clsll APIOINTKI
JOB, IS MtHIK roil RY TVrT.

Mine Owners Organized Association to
Force Employees From Ranks

Mineral Every Year as All the
Rest of the World Combined.
Big Jamestown Feature.
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NEW PANAMA CHIEF
IS A 6 A. M. MAN

BISBEE MINERS ARE

PRODUCES

EVENING
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Special Correspondence.
Rome, Mar. 5. Professor March-etti- 's
new comet is speeding towards
the orbit of the earth at the rate of
- millions
of miles a day.
It Is expected that early In March
it will become visible to the naked
eye. Astronomers are examining the
newly discovered luminary with considerable Interest and it is expected
that new theories on the composition
of comets will result from observations of this one.

rcrnTIME?
wn.i, a coMirrs tailSOMK
I OI K AIR
I'

The cable story from Italy the
other day stating that Professor
the Mt. Vesuvius astronomer,
feared that Marchettl's comet mlg.n.
set fire to the earth's atmosphere, has
been denied, but it nevertheless
breathes the public and scientific uncertainty as to those wanderers of
the universe.
Astronomers have never been able
to nettle on Just what a comet is composed of. In days gone by It has been
aaid that the tails of comets were
Mat-teuc-

SIDE-STE- P

made up of flaming gases, and humanity has always feared that one
of these tails coming too close to
the earth, would set Its atmosphere
on fire and Inmantly burn up all life.
Scientists claim, however, that the
earth has collided with the tail of a
comet before, with no results worth
conaidtt 'hits.
It was the Mime, as
walking through a ghost.
Here is the theory upon which
damage might be inflicted by collision with a comet. What are known
as meteors, showers of which are
common during August, become Incandescent when they enter the atmosphere of tho earth, actually burning op when they reach the denser
portion near the surface of the earth.
It is calculated that the same thing
might happen if the substance of a
comet should encounter tho atmosphere. It Is held by some theorists
that comets, at least the nuclei thereof, are of a composition similar to
meteors.
Here then would be a swirl of fiery
vapor which might singe this terrestrial globe in the event of a collision
with a comet.
How far from the surface the at

-
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Our Prices

MORE SFCRF.CY AT
KRL'PPS CANON FACTORY.
Berlin. Mar. 6. The great Krupp
works are now controlled by the
lucky man who married their fair
owner, Franklin Bertha Krupp. The
new president, who is now known as
Count Krupp von Rohelre, has a salary of $250,000 and shares with the
other directors three
of the business, the remaining 97
parts are his wife's absolute property.
One reform made by Count Krupp
was to surround the artillery departments with greater secrecy than was
the custom during the lifetime of
let the
Frederick Krupp, who used to governrepresentatives
of foreign
ments visit the canon factory. Now
no one Is shown any more than can
be seen in almost any stjel works.
Foreign artillery officers visiting
ssex are courtesously received by the
Krupp officials, but they are not allowed to see how big guns are made.
We do It right, HOUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

With Amp'

Solicits
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISOJf, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OMCERB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD8
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATN0LD3

u.

President
vice Prwldent
Cashier
Aaalatant Cashier
Director

ronroitr

.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,000.M
$260,00O.0i

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Our Work

ALBUQUERQUE,

Commercial Printing

.

NEW MEXICO

. .

SURPLUS FUND

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facttltfes
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
O. N. MARRON,

HERNDON.

President; Wm.
Cashier;

FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDONALD. Assistant Cashier.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Im-

Wholesale Grocers

Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

THE WORLD? i
not known, but
mosphere extends
is

miles It Is supposed to be so rarefied aa not to be
appreciable.
The general theory of a comet's
composition is that it is a mass of
gas or vapor. The astronomer Hind
calculated that on June 30, 1861, the
earth passed into and through the
tall of the great comet of that year,
and at a distance about
of the way from the nucleus. Nobody was the worse for it. The only
alleged manifestations were an unof the atmosphere
usual darkness
during the day, and a display of
northern lights at night.
In 1S32 there was considerable excitement over Blela's comet, which
was scheduled to pass 20,000 miles
within the earth's orbit, but the
eather Dassed that point of its orbit
about four weeks after the comet's
trespass, so the collision did not take
Place, and nobody knows what would
have happened if it had. The nebula
of the comet had been calculated to
be Just about 20,000 miles in diameter
so it would have been a close shave
had the earth nnd the comet tried
'to pass at crossing of their orbits.

at a height of

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W
Johnson. Asst. Cashier: Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-mo- n
Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.

CAPITAL

All Kinds

Unturpoud Facllitiea.

Meant and

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $159,000.00.

WILL THE NEW COMET, COMING IN
MARCH,
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The company's side of the coiiUmI
n't
Is presented by an uninterested man
who came In from Hisbee yesterday.
Ills version Is that the owners are refusing to allow the men to return tr
work unless their allegiance to the
up, and
union is absolutely given
then thry are given work only when
they present certlllcates of
from men known to tlu
company. The Fhifts working are
seriously depleted, and w hile some of
the miners are giving up their union
allegiance for employment, more are
refusing to go to work at all under
the new regulations.
of the 4.800 men at work when
the question of unionism or non-un- lonism came up. 2,000 are said to be
still out and the miners who went
Into Mexico for the Greene Interests
are positive In their statements that
trouble will come.
on the other hand, it Is claimed
that the men are returning to work
and that the attempt to unionize thi
camp is dead.
The Copper Queen Protective As
sociation of Miners seems to be an
organization in which the member
ship Is compulsory for mine employes
who give up their union membership.
The initiation fee Into the associa
MA J. GEO. W. GOETHALS. V. S. A.
tion is $1.
Army engineer
ho has been chosen by President
Roosevelt to build
Disinterested sources are responsl
the canal.
ble for the claim that the situation
now looks more favorable to ttxi
Washington, I). C, Mar. 6. "The secretary of war.
company than the union.
wheel horse of the force" is what
He went
the secretary on his
Major George W. Goethals, chosen to trip to the with
isthmus. Taft has tried
build the Panama canal, has come him out in many ways
and has
to whom he had spoken, "I am a to be called In the army engineer come to have confidence in his abilpoet. I have been writing poetry for corps.
ity and discretion.
He leads the way and setts the pace
more than 20 years. And I never
Goethals is said to be a 6 o'clock
In the morning man. He
have been able to make anything for the rest.
is at it
Aside from this he is the special early and late.
out of it, either."
protege of Secretary of War Toft and
Hut he is also something more than
t'hlef of Engineers General McKen-zl- e. a drudge.
'Editor Most Anything:
The latter admits .that he likes
He is tactlful nnd diplomatic.
Please tell me what to do when
Goethals, but will not admit that The president is taking the word of
L. S.
chased by a savage dog.
B0
are
not
there
engineers
In
other
Taft and McKenzie for
There Is only one thing to do when
He
his force, all Just as good, and he never met him until he Goethals.
was selected
chased. Run.
will add If the private engineers are for Stevens' Job. But the president
worth $30,000 a year then these fel- wanted a young army man who
Cured by u Cull.
We are arlad to see Mr. Gustavus lows are any of them worth $50,000. would not resign three times before
MaJ. Geo.
Goethals is said to lunch and once after. He said he
He spent a
Warfleld about again.
more about the actual doings would get a man ns engineer who
while with Mrs. Mary Rlggs on Sun- know
In
connection
with the Panama would stay if he had to select
day last. Cooksvllle correspondence, canal administration
and work than him from the day laborers' roll.
Baltimore Sun.
an other man in Washington. The
The army engineers have long
reason is that he has been Taft's that they were being slighted in felt
the
Makes Ills lrcscnco Felt.
special
agent
for
the Panama busi canal affair, and It Is with some
"You remember young liutts, the ness.
pleasure
they
on
that
as
have looked
lad for whom you predicted a great
Goethals has been on the cpneral one after another of the high priced
future?" asked the friend of a for- staff
army and assigned to railroad builders have succumbed to
of
the
mer resident who had Just returned Washington, and he has been avail the damp weather
and hot sun.
after a long absence from the town.
able for use in many ways by the
They are now to have their turn.
"Yes. 1 always said that young
man was a smart one, and would
make his presence felt wherever he
was."
"Well, he does."
"Good!" rejoined the other, with
1
satisfaction. "I suppose he is a doctor, or a lawyer, or a successful politician, or ?"
"You'd never guess It. He's the
i right
are right
bass drum player in the town band!"
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. Ot v OS O

VC000C00000
REUABLi."
L. B, PUTNEY
OLD

ESTABLISHED

1J73.

!

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the

i
2
2

larg-js- t

and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

00K000OSOtX000)0oa
THE

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkofe Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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A pantry, cupboard and work
J N.N
V
table combined. The only cabtop,
inet with an aluminum
h
made of the same material as
high grade cooking utensils.
Can be washed
bright and
clean In an Instant, ready for
bread and
This
Is only one of the many good
features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not. It Is a pleasure to
deshow' you this labor-savin- g
Allowed by Congress Sena
vice.
21 STYNER IS BETTER
AND WILL RECOVER.
tors Make Money by
E. E. Styner, until recently general
manager of the Mexican Central railD.
suiroad and who tried to commit
Lectures.
cide by cutting his throat In Mexl:o
THE FURNITURE MAN.
ago, Is reported A
City
a
few
weeks
Corner Coal and Second.
take pride in having their boys well dressed,
Improving and will recover from his
West End Viaduct
An InMOTHERS involves
Washington, D. C, Mar.
Plione 376
wounds. The reports, however, a.-reone
senate
afternoon
correct style. We are as particular
in
cident
the
very meager and are not authentic.
cently shows how difficult It Is to
about
boys'
styles
as
about
men's but careful that exclusive-nes- s
congress
a claim bill cf
A new labor union embracing ill get through
From the committee on
section hands employed on all roads any sort.
does
mean
not
high
price.
Our boys' section was never
a bill was reported with favorwest and southwest wishes to exclude claimsrecommendation,
for
the
"relief
able
so
emfull
of
novelties never seemed so bright. You are welall but American citizens from
administrator of
ployment as section hands, and a of Phillip ofHague,
Joseph Hague, deceasestate
come
look never under obligation to buy.
to
committee of the union Is negotiating the
The moment the bill was called
with the general managers of several ed.' and
the title read, Mr, Spooner
of the roads to arrange a scale of $75 up
demanded to know something about
a month for foremen and $2 per day It.
was explained that the claim
for eight hours a day track labor. was Itolder
than the average senator;
It Is stated that not much headw.ty that
It was filed originally for $13,-70has been made In the matter, but
was
cut down by the comthat the section men are disposed o mitteebutto $1,700. To Mr. Spooner
press Its adoption.
It was explained that a government
transport, many, mnny years ago,
The new tunnel which the Santa Fe had run Into and destroyed a brlgan-tinwill commence work upon this veK
belonging to the claimant, In
at the Uaton mountain will be nearly Galveston
The original
forty feet lower than the present tun- papers In the case .deposited in the
nel now In use.
The new tunnel will war department, had been lost ages literary work.
Other senators who
Chamberlain's
It
Colic, Cholera
aafl
be 3,000 feet In length, making
will be found on the lecture plntform
COMING EVENTS
Victim Is Offered SI. 75 by about 900 feet longer than the old ago.
Remedy.
"Well, how long lias this claim are Messrs.
Diarrhoea
Nebraska,
of
Iturkett.
tunnel, and will be entirely level been pending?" asked Mr. Spooner. Daniel, of Virginia,
This remedy has been In use far
of MaryAgent. Only to be Paid through the mountain, doing away "Oh, more than thirty years." re- land, and Carmnck, Hnyner,
over thirty years and has proved lt
Tennessee. In
The
with the helper engines.
plied Mr. Burkett, In charge of the the house the most ofconspicuous
exself to be the most successful resa-e- dy
ALMANAC EVENTS.
will be single track and used bill.
$1.45 by Railroads.
ample
yet discovered for bowel comthe successful lecturer is
17.
Day.
"Well, the next session Is a long Champ of
St.
March
for all westbound traffic, while tho
Patrick's
seaof Missouri.
plaints, it never falls. Sold by aO
present tunnel will be used for all one, and there will be more time to son Mr. Clark,
Clark, a rampant democrat,
March 21. Spring begins.
druggists.
consider it," retorted Mr .Spooner. and General Urosvenor,
eastbound trains.
of Ohio, a
Two Mexicans who were badly hurt
March 24. Palm Sunday.
"Let It go over."
republican,
toured
several
states
in the recent Rock Island head-e- n
1
II. M. Ehard, formerly Santa Fe
March 25. Lady Day; annunciaAnd in this way from one congress
debates on the great
collision near Vollard, are still In Iht agent at Chanute, Kan., has gone to to another these claims are pushed questions political
of the day and this means tion.
I
Stormont hospital, where they ware El Paso to accept the traveling aside, no matter how meritorious of enlightening
March 29 Good Friday.
people and entaken the day of the accident, says freight and passenger agency with thj they may be. Of course, there are tertaining them the
AND CURE
ns
31
Sunday.
Is
to
said
March
well.
Easter
the Topeka Capital. M. Colon,
a same road, which vacancy was oc- many cases where efforts are made
May 30 Memorial Day of O. A. R.
special representative of the Mextcin casioned by the demise of A. L. to mulct the government, and sen- have been Immensely popular.
government, is in Topeka looking Smith.
ators are naturally shy on permitting
WITH
Denatured Alcohol Bulletin.
Illicumntlc 1'nlns Relieved.
after the condition of his Injured
claims to be rushed through during
Since the removal of the internal
C. C. Webb nnd wife, of 615 West the closing hours of a session.
countrymen.
Senor Colon said that
Chamberlain's Pain Balm relieves
revenue tax on denatured' alcohol
Paw
he believed the two would he rea.iv Lead avenue, have gone to El aud'.-topains and makes sleep
r
ithe department of agriculture has rheumatic
Mr. Webb Is
for release within about two weeks. for a short visit.
possible, which is alone
and
been flooded with Inquiries as to the worth rest
Senators mul Summer Lectures.
for the Santa Fe, and will take a
The other four who were hurt In the
many
Its. cost. B. F.
A number
of senators, enjoying possibilities of the use of that article. Crocker, Ksq., times
wreck have been sent back to their look In the Santa Fo books at th.i
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DEVICES TO HE TESTED. er than before I took Electric Bit- dates. The Indiana senator's advohouse, but It Is not every house that
Found at l4it.
The bill appropriating $50,000 for ters. I can now do all my work with cacy of the child labor law has
J. A. Harmon, of Li ze mo re, West Is properly warmed. If yours is lackthe interstate commerce commission ease and assist In my husband's brought him Into prominence among
Guaranteed at all dealers. the people and he Is also well known Va.. says: "At last I have found the ing in any way, or If you are undeto test the automatic devices to pre store."
because of his magazine and other perfect pill that never disappoints cided what Is the best system to Invent railroad collisions finally passed Price 50c.
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placed on the Baltimore & Ohio railroad near Washington on the exact
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Department of the Interior, Land Ofspot where that fearful collision ocpersons who are afflicted with Contagious Blood Poison hesitate to
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Grain and Fuel.
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Feb. 28, 1907.
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Is especially
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SANTA FE CARMEN' AND
HOOPER,
copy of this book free, and if additional instructions or advice valuable. It quickly allays the ItchOFFICIALS VISIT TOPEK . to send a
General Passenger a Ticket Agent
ing and smarting and soon effects a
It was said Sunday night that nego is wanted, our physicians will furnish it without charge.
Olve us your ROUGH DRY work.
Price, 25 cents. For sale by
tiations between the union carmen of
Denver, Colo.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CAs cure.druggists.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
all
the Santa Fe and the system officials
Imperial Laundry Co.
cake-makin-

rP-

with whom they have been In
had been entirely friendly,
and that progress was being made,
says the Topeka Capital. The officials
and employes say It will take several
days to finish the work of adjusting
the wage schedule. A number of th-- j
division master mechanics and foremen of the shops have been called to
Topeka to attend the meetings with
tho carmen.
purThis is for
pose of enabling the minor the
officials
In the mechanical department to familiarise themselves with the schedule so that when questions later may
arise they may have full understanding.
The deliberations of the carmen's board and the officials were
resumed Tuesday.
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OUR CLOTHING FOR BOYS

EMMONS
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TWO CENT FARE MEXICAN
BLOW TO EAST

LABOR

A Full Line of Boys' Pants, All. Styles, just Received

IS DECEIVED

0.

M. MANDELL
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New YorK and Chicago People May Have to Take
Slow Ones.
Chicago, March 6., The elghteen-hou- r
trains of the Pennsylvania and
New York Central railroads between
kere and New York may be abulisncd
as a result of the general movemen'
to make two cen:s a n.i'e tne nitixl-mupassenger rate of the railways.
The
laws which
have been adopted by Ohio and Indiana contain no provision for a higher
rate on trains which run at more than
ordinary speed tnd are composed of
, special equipment.
Under a strict
interpretation of the law the railroads cannot charge more than Iwi
ents a mile in Ohio. Indiana and New
York, and the "excess fare" now collected on all trains running between
here and New York In less than
twenty-eighours Is Illegal.
If Illinois gets a two cents a mile
law, and Indications are that it will
'do so, the maximum passenger ra'.e
which the Pennsylvania railroad can
charge between here and New York
will be $18.24.
It now charges 30
to patrons on the elghteen-hou- r
train,
and In addition each passenger must
pay at least $5 for a Pullman ticket.
Although their route is longer, tho
New York Central lines charge the
same fares as the Pennsylvania. They
are based on a standard fare of $20
for all trains running between here
and New York In twenty-eighours
or more, with an excess fare at the
rate of tl an hour on all trains running from Chicago to New York In
less time than twenty-eighours.
On this scale,, the excess fare on the
elghteen-hou- r
trains is $10, making
the minimum fare $3ii to New York.
This Is almost double the rate which
the Pennsylvania company could
charge with the laws In Illinois, Ohio,
Indiana, Pennsylvania and New Jersey making two cents the maximum
rate per mile.
"If we cannot charge extra fares
for special service In speed and equipment, we cannot afford to maintain
our limited trains," said a representative of the Pennsylvania system. "Our
company has been planning to put In
service trains running between have
and New York In sixteen hours, as
soon as our new passenger terminal
Unle3S
In New York Is completed.
we are able to collect excess fares on
those trains they will never be put In
service."
"The limited trains between here
and New York will be withdrawn in
all probability If the railroads are
compelled to reduce their fare to two
cents a mile." said the representative
of the New York Central lines. "We
canont afford to run such 'trains withThe public wants
out excess fares.
the faster service, but the railroads
cannot be compelled to furnish It at
here
a loss. The fastest train between
and New York will be twenty-eighours en route if the railroads are
compelled to make their rates on tho
basis of two cents per mile.",
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COMPANY SPREADING OCT
EarlckHon & Sabin. the well known
brokerage lirni of this city, have purchased the brokerage business of W.
H. Taylor of Las Vegas.
The latter
has been In business in Las Vegas
since 18S2. Kailckson & Sabin have
taken over all of the Arizona business of Mr. Taylor ami have already
established a branch office at Tucson,
of which A. E. Littler Is now In
charge.
Coiillicting Sentiments.
We would rather be a pauper in
army
of the Lord than a millionthe
aire nf this world.
you
Say, are
a friend to the
Times? show it by the color of your
money, which we need In our busl-- n
ess.

If you want a dollar In the Times
and haven't the cash, send us meal
or corn. Sneedville (Tenn.) Times.
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BLOOD P.0I SOB
CUBE YOURSELF AT HOME
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STREET

Meat Market

Au-rel-

An opera goer writing to the Kl
Paso Herald regarding the trouble
the San Carlos company had In El
Paso Sunday clows a lengthy letter
with the following:
"The most Irritating point, however, is not the poor perform.nn'e, the
high prices nor 'ine substltut, "M. but
the fact that the San Carlos company
is really a fine one, and saw ill to
palm orf on Kl Paso such a performance because they considered it knew
They will know better
no better.
themselves herafter. The managegot exactly what
company
ment of the
it deserveu, from a public grown tired
ef bein considered provincial enough
to accept Just any indifferent sort of
performance.
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its Location

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

BELKN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OK THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK . U G HA XI)
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELKN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

00400C00Ot0000

The

K40000404f4aC
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A Railway Center

TC BELEN, H. M,

v- -.,

'

AIL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

Belen Townsite

S.

jOHN

BECKER,

Presl

WM. M. BERBER,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN- TY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

Im-

provement Co.
'

LIMITED

EXTRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF TIIE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER TIIE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST
AND W EST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of

The Belen Town and

FAST

C

TWO-THIRD-

I

WITH
WITH

8

D

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y
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TWENTY FOUR

LOCAL. AND

Denver,

It Is rather an oM story and founds
a little like boasting to pay that our
new Spring Styles In foot wear are
bent we ever of-

the snappiest and
fered to the public,

But it Is true and In Justice to our
slock we are obliged to say so.
Have you examined our stork lately? If not, we cordially Invite you
to do so.
$2.25 to 4.00
Men's lilgh shoe
1.65 to 3.50
Men's low shoe
Women's high shoes.... 1.75 to 5.00
Women's low shoes. . . . 1.50 to 3.50
1.10 to 2.00
Women's slippers
1.25 to 2.50
Shoes for boys
1.00 to 2.25
Shoes for girls

118-12-

S.

0

Iuke

Headquarters for Coffee

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Package,
lb.

1

Ur,

X6c

and

per

SSc

lb.

I-- lb

Capitol Coffee
--

bucket,
189.

1b.

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
12-

Something unique
Bulk coffee, 10c to 40c.

GEO. W. HICKOX

can.

a.

T. T. MAYNAUD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS
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:Send in 'Your Watches for Repairs
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Wagner Hardware
Fourth and Railroad Avenoe

ST.

Co.

A Rarebit
to be troperlyprepar?d,hotild bemnde
in a Mumiivg, liowman Chafing ItUh.
Always. cat! v, no worrvinK about fires,
b .uply a mate... au'l in fcr tuinuUs
the

Meaning, Bowman

Co.

Chafing Dish
hat ptsduceda dainty mornel to resale
ynur putrst. he uuri to we that your
cliaflnif dish it supplied with the
patented acamleea 'Ivory'' enana
fucMt pan found only in Mancltt
ning, towmau & Cu. Chafing IHsUcs.

ron
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Wagner
Hardware
Successors to Albuquerque

Hardware

Co.
Co.

Fourth andRatlroad Avenue

THE
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EVERITT

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

D'.imooda,

W'.che. Jewelry, Cat mM I'mni Hiivervire

our trade and

ukrtDle

A
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city with relatives.
Charles A. Peterson, of Ias Vegas,
representing the J. If. Stearns Grocery Co., of the Meadow City, is here
calling; upon the trade.
Mr.s Mary Munger, of Tellurld.
Colo., arrived last night
and will
spend some time wkh her mother,
Mrs. Barbara Sanchez, In this city.
A regular meeting of Albuquerque
council. Knights of Columbus, will be
held at Hed Men's hall, on Gold avenue, at 8:3 Oo'clock this evening.
Joe Ollphant has returned to his
work as shipping clerk at the wholesale house of L. 11. Putney & Co.,
of a couple of weeks
after a lay-onursing a broken rib.
William Winkle left yesterday for
his home at Louisiana, Mo., after a
pleasant visit In the city with his sister, Mrs. Hawkins, of the Postal Telegraph company.
C. W. Brown, H. W. Mills and Jo.:
Jaramlllo were In the police roundup of Inebriates last night.
They
were given the usual flxln's in Judge
Craig's court this morning for being
Intoxicated.
Hugh H. Harris, superintendent of
the Manzano forest reserve, returned
to the oity last night from a pilgrim
age over his district. He reports con
siderable snow on the top of the
mountains.
C. F. Fowler, who recently suffered
the loss of one of his eyes, as the result of a flying piece of steel. In the
Santa Fe shops at this place, has been
discharged from the hospital and Is
once more circulating among his
friends.
Robert Campbell, who was former
ly employed In the Grand Leader at
Las Vegas, but who Is now a trave'-ln- g
salesman for the Hargadine-Mc- Klttrick Dry Goods Co.. of St. Louis,
is In Albuquerque.
Mr. Campbell
arrived this morning from El Paso.
The following have been appoln'ed
notaries public by Governor Hagar
man:
Juan S. Casans, Casans, Gua
dalupe county; Leandro Sena, Pin
tada, Guadalupe county; Wm. W.
Jones, San Marclal, Socorro county;
Wm. S. Alford, Texlco, Roosevelt
county.
Dr. C. M. Light, president of the
Sliver City Normal school, passed
through the city this morning rn
route to Santa Fe, where he goes to
to seek proper legislation on educaOf course Mr. Light
tional matters.
Is In favor of a liberal appropriation
for the Silver City Normal.
Judge Abbott returned home last
evening after opening and adjourning
court at Los Lunas. Valencia coun y
Is short of cases, as well as funds,
Just at present, and what business
must necessarily be transacted Just at
this time will be heard by Judge Ab
bott at the Bernalillo county couit
house.
A washout on the
Santa Fe In
southern California
caused trains
2
4
No.
to be annulled here
and No.
No. 1 left here sn
this morning.
the schedule time for the departure
of No. 2. and was bulletined as that
train. The annulled
trains were
caught on the other side of the wash
out.
Joseph A. Blondin, who has b3en
playing a cello in an orchestra In one
of the largest Kansas City theaters
the past season, Is expected In Albu
querque during the present week to
accept a position as bookkeeper at
the music store of Learnard & Llndi
mann.
Mr. Blondin is well known
having kept the
in Albuquerque,
books of The Citizen Publishing company for several years.
Musical cir
cles of the city will welcome his re
turn.
The young men who were charged
with "hanging around" the Harwood
home were tried In Judge Craig's
court yesterday afternoon and fined
$5, the fines being suspended during
good behavior.
The boys said that
they had been Invited down to the
school to hear the girls sing, ana
were sitting on the fence around the
school yard doing what they hnd been
Invited to do, when they were told
However, they prom
to go away.
ised the court that the oflense wou.d
not be repeated.
On March 13th Dr. Chas A. Payne
traveler, will
author and world-wid- e
deliver one of his famous llustrated
in
the First Methodist
lectures
church. This la Dr. Pavne's fifth an- pearance before an Albuquerque aud
ience.

lnlte

DEAL.

NEW SHIRTS FROM KARL & WILSON, SUH TIIliM.

The Best Trousers for
Men on the Market

!

I

--

a

alXnX

jLwy

Today
Prices

at Popular
----

---

SI. 75, $2.50,
$3.00 and $3.50
Per Pair

Got tKe
VTowrv
OivtKeRvm
V

Try a pair, Sold Only
by

Believe Us

k

HATS!

NOW

CORRESPONDENCE OF IlFRF.AU
"
IMMIGRATION IS CONSTANTLY INCREASING.
Santa Fe. March 8. The corres In the purchase of a Piano
pondence received dally by the bu
reau of Immigration Is markedly on
th Increase and proves that many
ordered him to throw up his hand'?,
co for future capital.
Tuesday's We Carry the Largest Stock
mall to the bureau brought twenty-fou- r of New Pianos Ever Shown
letters of Inquiry from the fol- owing points:
in This Territory.
St. Louis. Mn.: t'Inremore.
I. T."
Morlnrity, N. M.J Duluth, Minn.; SECONDHAND Pianos
at
Sumner, Wash.: Curtis, Neb.; Den
ver, Colo.; Oherlin. Ohio; Llberil, your own prices almost
Kan.; Elk City. Okla.; Gage, Oklx'
Oberon, N. !.; Woodland. Miss.; Fay- SEE US betore you buy
ettevllle. Ark.; Amarillo, Texas; Ent
Las Vegas, N. M. ; Alpha, Iowa; Manchester, Tenn.; Springfield, Mass.;
New York, N. Y.; ukeene, Okla., and
Coushabba, La.
These letters were promptly answered and in each case literature
& Lindemann,
descriptive of the territory and its
resources was sent to the applicant
204 W. Gold Aveone
and special Information asked for Established 1900
was furnished wherever practicable.

HATS!

.

HATS!

TODAY

A Tremendous Stock Now In and More Arriving
Every Day, Showing Many Inportant Changes in
Styles and Colors, the Most Important being the New

Telescope Styles

Do It Today

Learnard

Genuine American block, per
$6.50
ton
$0.50
III EA1US MINES CASE Cerrllloa Lump
$8.60
nthraclte Nnt
$9.00
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
In the Bernalillo county court to
$0.50
sizes
day Judge Ira A. Abbott took up the
$$.00
motion of the defense In the Wash- Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.
ington mines case to set aside the de
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$2.25
cree entered on January 28 last.
During the trial of the case to the
&
W.
admissiballty of certain
evidence,
both oral and documentary, and thes- objections were not ruled upon at the
Both Phone.
time they were made, the Judge re
serving his rulings upon the disput
ed points.
Today he went over the
record and passed upon the objections, entering orders nunc pro tunc 10 lbs. Nice Extracted
Honex for
with reference to the transcript of
$1.00. Order by Postal.
the evidence upon which the case will
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.
be taken to the supreme court.
I he Washington mines case has
been In the territorial and federal
courts for the past twelve years.
t liuves Wants
KearaUon.
David Chaves, of McKlnley county,
asks the district court to grant him
a legal separation from his wife.
Lucia Salazar de Chaves, whom he
declared he wedded in 1896, Father
Persone performing the ceremony In
He sets out in
Old Albuquerque.
115-11- 7
his petition that they lived together
until 1903, when she left htm and hat
Between
since refused to return.

H. HAHN

H

ON

Prices $2.00 to $5.00

ENTERTAINMENT

CO.

STERN

EY

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

NORTH FIRST STREET

Railroad mnd Cepptr Avo., Tel. 74

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED

g

company composed of
tile following artists will give an entertainment at the Santa Fe reading
room on March 10:
Mrs. Edward C. Codling, soprani
A. Anderson,
soloist;
first
John
tenor; Earle F. Hetherlngton, second
tenor; Kdward C. Codling, first bass;
Walter A,. McCutcheon, second bass;
Mrs. John A. Anderson, accompanist; Kg
mana
Mrs. Earle F. Hetherlngton,
ger; Mrs. W. A. McCutcheon, histor fS
ian and scenic artist.
A concert

few cents will buy a pair of our
shoe laces, which will Improve the
looks of your footwear 100 per cent.
We have' all kinds, leather, cotton,
linen or silk. In brown, white or
black. Prices run from 2xikc to 25c.
C. Mays Sho
stare .ill 'Vest Hail- road avenue.

m

IN AND SEE THEM

CALL,

Nardwaire

I

SANTA EE READING
ROOM

In Light Greys, Tans and Blacks

COAL

JUDGE REVIEWS EVIDENCE

RflerclhiaBVlts

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES

SADDLERY

-

-

-

AO e NTS

HARNESS

roR

Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
Dlnnrc" nnA TmrtfnmnWr
Intiti
11UTT3 UUU
alUHU

lUl(il61UWUl9

McCnrmick Mowers and Repairs

-

r

Winona Wairnne

m

A

'

o

YOU WILL FIND IT AT THE MAZE.
alii metal Pulleys

45c
75c and 90c
Handled Axes
$1.35
Steel Wagon Jacks
83.65
Plows from 12.75 to
81.35
Short Italn Coats
long
$2.50
Slickers
Lisle brand
83.50
Wagon Covers $2.00 to
815 00
Tents from 82.85 to
10c
Onion Sets, per quart
6o
Green Field Peas, per lb
per
7c
lb
Peas,
Eye
Black
'
Alfalfa Seed, from 11c
... THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKK, Propr.

to.....

SaV

ft

o

18-.-

To Chicken Feeders.
Mausard'a Mills are selling good
wheat at 81. 40 per 100 lbs.
EG BOXES. ONE DOZEN SIZE,
ty, TS. EACH. E. W. FEE, 602
SOIT1I FIKST STHEET.

March 7, at
Thursday afternoon,
1:30 sharp. I will sell the entire fur
nishings of Mrs. A. S. Murphy's
eight-roohandsomely
furnished
home at 418 West Sliver avenue. The
goods consist, in part, of
range, gasoline range, kitchen utensils, dishes, glassware, dining table,
six dining chairs, three heating stoves
sewing machine, sanitary couch, Iron
and wooden beds, chltlonler, dressers,
washstands, rockers, parlor furniture,
folding bed, desk, couch, pictures,
center tables, 84 00 piano, In fact, the
complete furnishings of an eight-rooOeods absolutely sanitary.
home.
Inspect Wednesday before sale. Posi
tively nothing will be disposed of be
fore date of sale.
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.
EGGS.
IF VOI'U HENS AUK NOT LAYING FEED Otlt rKEPAKATIONS
FOH LAYING HENS. MIOI I.O YOU
(JET NO EGG. THE FEE! COSIS
FA1H
YOU NOTHING. A YEltY
PROPOSITION. THY IT.
E. W. FEE.
m

six-ho- le

o
0
o

o
0
o
0
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Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

o

Harvesting Machinery

0o

.Not Made by the Trust

i.

Lightest Running; Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

P rices
For
Write
rift

119, 117. 0outh
t13,
401, 40S. North

etremt

rirtt mtroot

Albuquerque,

Nev

Mexico

o
0
0

m

602 S.

I'lltST

HT.

CIIVMPION GISOCEHY.
WE AUK SELLING ALL OV
CAN NED F1U ITS AT 12 4 CENTS
A CAN. STKICTLY HllMl 11ANC1I
EtJtJS. 30 CENTS A 1H),EN. THE
CHAMPION GKOCEHY CO.. COU- AND TIJEUAS
Nl.lt SEVF.NTH
A VENAE.
WHITCOM1I SPRINGS.
We will rent for the season the famous Whltcomb Springs property
M
John
furnished.
completely
Moore Realty Co.

tilUtMMMillUt

The horseshoers of Albunuer- que in general have decided on if
V
a slight advance In horse-shoIng, owing to an advance In the
Beginning
price of material.
with March 1.
"
e-

1

1

to-

City.

ff

tins, 85c.
.tins, $1.00.

I

I

45c.

Fair

Mrs. linrton, sister of Mrs. J. H.
Mayo, has returned
to Cullfornla,
after spending three months in thii

BRIO HAM

2nd.

8.

night and Thursday.
Attend the skating rink tonlgn'.
Extra music; Kills' orchestra.
Fred Schmidt mine In from f'an
Mnninl today nn business.
Dr. V. (1. TlKht has (tone to .Mania
Fe to lobby for the university,
MHynard (liinsul and K. W. Hadden
are In Santa Fe on booster business.
W. M. McCoy, civil engineer for the
Santa Fe, Is here from Moutnlnalr.
Will Wllkerson. of Nashville. Tenn.,
Is among the visitors here from a distance.
(irunsfelil
Mrs. James
returned
home this morning from u pleasant
visit to El Paso.
Mrs. It. Vf. Hopkins and daughter
have gone to .San Dlego, Cat., for a
visit to friends.
It. C. Hell, of Santa Fe, arrived
here last nlifht'Oii a brief business
mission.
W. W. Smith, of Las Vegas, arrived last night for a brief stay In the

THE DAINTIEST EVER

C. N.

Colo., March

tm

WETNKKTAY, MARCH

We can save you money

weather forecast.

.A

LET

TERS III ONE DAY

PERSONAL

I

EVENING CITIZEN.

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

t

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

AitoolMtloa Offlot
TruatactloDi

ROSENFIEID'S,

Cuaraatito
II8W. R.R.Ave

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALL
Admission

Ladies Free

50c

,f is.

DANCING SCHOOL

,lh'

IPQPHPV81
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Home Insurance the Best
E CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home In
Every time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelutlona of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more lta Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companlea far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
It can If
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.

w

T

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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